
Chapter 6 - CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Introduction

The preceding chapters presented the 

focuses on
findings of the empirical study. This chapter 

drawing g™, fam flndillgs of sMy ^ ^

objectives and followed by
contributions of the research findings. Finally the chapter provides the limitations 

avenues for the future research.

section of the chapter presents the achievement of research

and

6.2 Achievement of Research Objectives

This research aimed to study the experiences of insurance ERP implementations 

Lanka and find related reasons that impact earning sustainable benefits from such 

implementations to respective organizations. The two research questions 

comprehensively answered by the research results and all three objectives of the study 

were successfully achieved by the research findings.

in Sri

were

6.2.1 Fulfillment of First Objective

The first objective of the research was to identify important factors that influence 

gaining sustainable value from ERP implementations for insurance organizations. 

Information need in identifying this are collected from semi-structured interviews,

project reports (recently concluded) and findings from literature review of previous 

studies. These were analysed and further analysed to ascertain the factors that impact 
earning and retaining sustainable values of ERPs. There were 20 important factors 

realised. Further these factors were scrutinized in relation to pragmatic scenarios that
befall during insurance ERP implementations. Consequently they were logically

it as a framework or guidance tocan usearranged where prospective implementer
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implement ERP with 

comprehensively fulfilled.
targeting sustainable benefits.

Hence the first objective was

6.2.2 Fulfillment of Second Objective

The second objective w,s ,o the beg™, ofcrftoU* of sllch r>clors for ^
implementation success and value addition. For this 

analyzed through detail responses collected, 
test the criticality of factors in 

questionnaire was 

analyzed for each factor with the 

factors are either critical

the emerged 20 themes were
As a result 32 arguments were generated to 

relation to sustainable post implementation values. The
responded by 73% and the degree of criticality and importance were

responses received. The analysis revealed that all 20 

or important to consider during the project roll-out and 

concluded in findings. Therefore the second objective was successfully achieved.

6.2.3 Fulfillment of Third Objective

The third objective was to formulate a framework or to provide a guideline to ERP 

implementations for insurance organizations in Sri Lanka. As expected the findings 

logically arranged as explained in 6.2.1. As figure 5.21 illustrates, it needs start 
considering at early stage of the project. That is justification of the need. The content of 

the framework need to be attended in detail to get the benefits as explained in section 

5.7. The framework can be used as guidance to implementation considerations 

commonly in insurance ERP implementation projects. Hence the third objective was 

achieved successfully.

were

6.3 Contribution of Research Findings

There are several key contributions occurred as outcome from the findings of this 

research. The contributions are impact to many stakeholders such as ERP system users,

implemented and customers.
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The main contribution i 

future implementation. Thi
IS thC 20 f3Ct0rs lhat found from the research

as guidance to
consider wh„ ™s„ra ,.^^'2 h"P Sy,,°” ***maUa “

planning stage and before start the work in
the project. It is not just a conceptual model, 
that need to focus at nri

All 20 factors are actionable considerations
prior implementation planning and during implementation 

someactivities. This will raise 

taking in a massive investment.
level peace of mind to implemented in terms of risk

As discussed in chapter 2.7, in a previous study Deloitte (1999) consulting has identified 

the 2nd Wave and Destination as the key stages in ERP implementations where the real 

benefits are harvested. But it can be argued that to reap out expected benefits in 2Dd 

possible only if the Is' wave implementation is completed in success. The measures need 

considered to be success in the la wave is a key requirement. The results of current 

study contribute important and critical measures that need consider in insurance ERP 

implementations.

wave

Importantly some of the factors found in this study are earlier been argued by previous 

researchers as discussed in literature review in chapter 2.7 and chapter 5.7. Though they 

can be defined as common base needs their impact to sustain benefits and the 

consideration need on them may be identical or different. This desires a close review of 

such factors and validate further.

As chapter 5.7 describe some of the categories that emerged as important factors of the 

nt study were discussed in previous studies. The table 6.1 illustrates the factors that 

found in literature identical to the current study findings in tenns of their focus and 

consideration. But some of them were different to the definition and representation of

curre

the current findings. For example the factor ‘Iterative Testing’ is clearly referring to the
be done to identify the future impacts of insurance 

found in factor ‘User Testing’ in literature.
repetitive testing that needs to 

computations to data. It is not the same idea
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Hence other 12 non-identical fact 

implementations as described i 

implementations in general.

ors have specific relev
m chapter 5. It also

ance especially to insurance ERP 

may contribute to other ERP

Table 6.1: identical Factors Found in l
Nah et al.

(2001)
Factor Maditinos et a!. 

(2012)
Wixom and Todd 

(2005)
Effective Communication X X

Management Involvement X X

Knowledge Management X X X

Positive Focus
X

Project Champions X

Speed Information X

Managing Change X

Project Management X

As argued by Wixom and Todd (2005) the factors completeness, accuracy, format and 

currency has direct impact to information quality of IS and thereby perceived usefulness. 

And factors reliability, flexibility, integration, accessibility and timeliness have direct 
impact to system quality and thereby perceived ease of use. As argued perceived 

usefulness and ease of use is directly influence the user satisfaction. This argument has a 

close connection to the current study findings of ‘positive focus which reflects
robustness, integration, availability, timeliness, flexibility and the speed of information 

which reflects accessibility of the information. Hence current findings have further 

established the validity of such factors and its impact to user satisfaction. As empirical
be considered these factors influence theproof of both studies is apparent, it

ptible success of ERP implementation and thereby sustainability of the benefits.
can

perce
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The current findings also can be used
similar projects. During ERP Droi , , mitl8atl°n P'an for risk and ““P^nce of 

nng LRP project planning, generally there
as a

are number of risks that
A , need t0 be closely monitored. For many of these risks

often ,t» h„d ,o find -gating ,aions ^ ^ ^ ^

Hence fine w„„,d help ,he project n™*, identic the ^do. action,

the project manager will face that

Further the current research exposed a lot of information which 

msurance ERP development projects as a blueprint. It 
insurance

may facilitate for 
was found that many of the 

an opportunity for
local developers to use these research findings to gain knowledge required and to 

develop effective and efficient ERP systems for local insurance business needs.

ERP systems used Sri Lanka is from overseas. There is

It was also exposed from the responses collected that the successes of these projects or 

sustainability factors exist based on the level of user satisfaction. Further the analysis of 

responses revealed the user satisfaction related to ERP is something that individual 
dependent and being psychological. For example one feature that satisfies one user may 

not be a satisfactory for another user. Therefore it sometimes user dependent and it 
mainly based on the level of their expectation. It was also identified that the expectation 

can be set through constant communication with the stakeholders during the project. 

Another issue is the adapting noise to new IS which generally arise immediately after 
go-live of the project. This is mainly due to non-familiarity, insufficient training, 

reluctance to change or it can be due to minor hiccups in the IS. The professional 
recommendation was to manage these expectations or noise through early planning prior 

to implementation and with effective communication during implementation stages. The 

project manager must be aware of this situation and plan to face the same with sufficient 

and relevant resources. In this way the level of user satisfaction can be managed 

positively with a mechanism of effective communication during the project.
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6. 4 Limitations and Avenues for Future R 

There is number of important caveats that

esearch

can be noted in the research study.

" 6 ^ ^ pUrposefillIy limited for experienced professionals and few other
. Hence the sample collections were limited to 24 - 30 personnel. In this the general 

public presence and non-insurance professionals presence was limited. Hence there

could be certain important points that would have missed outside the technical domain 

of insurance. In this

research on a much broader

users

future researcher has an opportunity in continuing a similar

scope covering more samples to strengthen the current
findings. The sample would ideally include non-insurance professionals and general
public.

Secondly in the current study the representation of insurance companies were limited to 

six out of 22 companies operating in Sri Lanka. This was purposefully done to get 

maximum implementation experience within the time boundary of the current research. 

Hence it many not represent the generic overview of the insurance community. In this 

there is an opportunity for further research to strengthen the findings collaborating 

experience of all insurance companies and even insurance broker institutes to account a 

much wider view.

Thirdly the researcher of the current study being an employee of one of the competing 

organizations in Sri Lanka, there is a possibility that the respondents were 

reluctant to disclose current issues and real experience in the responses given. Although
insurance

respondents were assured that their responses would be treated confidentially and there 

would not be any adverse impacts on their organization, it is difficult to assess the extent 

to which this was a success in gaining exact responses. It was also noted that some of the

reluctant to declare a complete opinion in their responses. In this a
an opportunity in getting the open

participants were 

non-insurance independent researcher may have 

declaration from the respondents.
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Finally since the study followed a mixed method, 

by a questionnaire survey using the

being influenced by their earlier declarations. The 

criticality of factors may not be free of such influ

a semi structured interview followed 

possibility of responses 

expected independent opinion on the 

ential impacts.

same respondents, there iis a

Further to the above it is noticed, 

Lanka are developed in overseas. 

Lankan insurance organizations i

many of the insurance ERP systems operating in Sri 
Due to the unavailability of such software locally Sri

invest large amounts on these foreign vendors. Sri 
Lanka being a quality software developing country for various other nations had no 

interest so far to develop an insurance ERP application locally. It is being a specific

systems are not developed in 
Sri Lankan software industry? As it has a wider and prospective business opportunity.

for future researchers to study why insurance ERPavenue
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APPENDICES

Appendix 4.3 - Questionnaire Template

Page 1 of 2

: Survey on Earning Expected Benefits ofERP for Ins
urance Organizat

tBsassasresearch. ,or ft. thesis requirement c, the MBA in

Please note that the target group for this survey are insurance ERP users and imptetnemers.

Thank you very much In advance for your time and cooperation

Srimantha Atulugama 
MBA in IT 2012- 129050R 
srimanthaa@gmail.com 
+94 77 3171119

Supervisor.
Dr. Raj Prasanna 
r.prasanna@massey.ac nz

Add item ▼

L
Alter page 1 ContHrae to next page t
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V33O0U
E'T^/cri srvj

OocQitCr*

Justification to Acquisition
insurance ERP is a base need «r me dynamic

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree OOOOO

insurance business operations.

Strong* Disagree

Tne speedy movements or the business processes 
cannot he met wttnout an erp system.

1 2 3 4 5 

^r^ty Agree O 0 0 0 0 Strong* Disagree

' *3mlR4trat!on »«thereby competnrve aounagt

insurance Experience
Prior insurance expenence is an owous need tor imprementers to oe succeussat mtneprqeo. 

1 2 3 4 5

Strong* Agree OOOOO StrongJy Disagree

Implementation Experience
Prior exposure ortmohement In erp implementations is ataeormat neips tximaemertefs to penxm a 
successful and sustainable Implementation.

I

1 2 3 4 5

Strong* Agree OOOOO Strong* Disagree

Management involvement
Tcp management and other management stakehoMere hvorwment is necessary throughout toe 
implementation project to be succcsstil.

1 2 3 4 5

Strong* Agree OOOOO Strong* Disagree

The ERP implementation must be recognized as an organraonai project tamer tmn an rraoNty to 
influence very much to sustain benefits.

<

1
v?raat.ifcbM pxotesorricf viQuf'p2adlPlil&j*fiCQQttJ*&&V
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V2V30W
5‘,*,aP' 'rmsvxm &P \

•-ObcqWG*.
12 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O 0 O O Strongfy Disagree

Project Champion*
The organization shouo ge*. me bee 
implementation project. Pwp»» to a dedicated lean w»cted tom user 9019c to me

12 3 4 5

StrongV Agree OOOOO Strongly Disegree

JXZ" W 0.0.« ano mtte decroioni m tne ERP project unit i luc^ to

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree OOOOO Strongly Disagree

Project Ownership

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree OOOOO Strongly Disagree

Knowledge Management
Knowledge and wins needed to implementation and maintenance of ERP snoukJ oe nrtd wtmaiy or 
externally to tacinat* tne project

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree OOOOO Strongly Disagree

iK ts necessary to estaaish a mechanism to transtocm such snowfcdje to next toats and new roemoer* 
Jon as a compulsory need.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree OOOOO Strongly Disagree i
v
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VOG014

User Friendliness
Simp* user mteraces elm wmir centre* m

12 3 4 5 ....“^9rE'yJ''

Strongly Agree 0 0 0 0 0 Singly Disagree

Speed intorraaBon
a pnmebenefit oTai mSS!^EfV ^stenT**** *Ml**'***') «quieter 

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O O O O

■

* Oteient ie«ct must oe

Strongly Disagree

Focus Absolute Neceeeity 
a^o «r£o* »

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree

Persuasive Requirement!
w*lh* support «* wnoor R fs necessary to persuade user, guidng to arucuate al possiDie scenaros mat 
actually coud tace. tempting to speo out ertat tney realty need to meet tom me system.

1 2 3 4 5
!

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree

Managing Project!
It is necessary to spend considerable omt lx careW planning of me implementation, tocusmg on precise 
objectives and managing me prefect earn toad competency taooaed ey pner experience m insurance ERP 
implementation. to acHve sustamaUe benefts.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O G O O O Strongly Disagree

S7
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V23fxn* S*r*r cr tfKr,
*** 1ft Sfl \jhm. Qooqi«Ccw

■'

Constant Communication

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O O O O
Strongly Disagree

Managing Change
Minimizing change Between robustness

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree*

interoperability
Ability to interlace oata into other systems and deuces a: uulous trigger pouts or me appacaoon trraxn a
a“S™“ B0‘

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree

Coat Efficiency
The erp implementation should focus to consweraoiy reduce operational costs tnrough process 
automations and producthrty improvements to DC sustained succctsUly.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree

Iterative Testing _
The complex computations and fcr ahead appucaoon of insurance prooictinteostoDswffiedtnrougn

«7
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VZ50OM
year on year comprehensive testing 

1 2 3 4 5

tow
acceptance forgot »-OacQi.Or^

S.ongVAgree OOOO O S,o^Disagree

Managing Adapting Holaa 
it snouid De understood that hsurance cup 
laminar with ne* operational routines and

1 2 3 4 5 m»«ged.

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree

The post Implementator hiccups and teethta issues 
early as possMe to reduce adapting noise «th

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree

Managing Expectation
Sustainable benefits or insurance ERP k influenced by usersate&ctai and user sMctoi k
by hew you manage tnefr expectations. —

1 2 3 4 5
• l

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree

;
There must be a planned process to set the apecattoos oral stakehaUen 191 Nothing

1less.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree

Common Objectives _ _
If ail stakeholders or the organization Ecus on common objetites that many set, ettxtf caangng the 
scope during implementation period then the project can roil cut to be 100% success and sabsiyng a* 
stakeholders.

1 2 3 4 5
toUA4Jett
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V2V20M £«*•*<» in*.

Strongly Disagree
Strongly Agree O O O O O

Attaining Success

p=ow',r^:sr^ «*..
1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly Agree O O 0 O 0

*« Sncaons wtn seamless

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strorgfy Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree

Reduced turnaround time is a key to speed up the service oeavery. 

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree
i

Reasonable lewl of flexibility to meet strategc needs and business growth would me sustafeiatte 
beneats to organization.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O C O O Strongly Disagree

Customer Satisfaction
In overal ERP system should dnve the value chain and make service standards w^i eactent to make 
customers happy and thereby increase revenue to the organization so be sustained.

i1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree O O O O O Strongly Disagree

Add tom ■»

srxcl*caitorrim*fiam>tCS«UFm«jnfOCOai>«U*^c*«UA^
«7
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Appendix 5.4 - Responses for Need of ERP
[ncfification to Acquisition

operational capability 56 systems do support or

CategoryCase

CapabilityINTW8
contribute at least 50 - 60% of the business

produa into a system which has capability fortef6 ”” ^ '0t °f problems-We have to frail down

Yes. Generally if you take a good system thPV nffo I ---------------
companies internationally and manyinsurance afind have ^ ■* many other
you_can do customaaBon but don't touch the core system. Then“ ^

failure. Suppose a system be s™e™Thecatfiyo'jr requirements. Then it's a

s ;^anciai area there * n°

Capability
INTW10

Capability
INTW10

CapabilityINTW12

CapabilityINTW12

Capability All user requirements were technically not possibleINTW5

ERP systems provides core functions to the business and it has inbuilt process to store such relevant
data. Their accountability goes to process right and information right. So that's the role of the ERP 
system.
You can take Aviva and LOLC for an example. Lot of international processes are accepted by them and
you see range of products like traditional life to unit link to group life, amount of vast range of 
products are been satisfied. If you see LOLC gets lot of micro insurance operations support and lot of 
micro financing business supported by ERP. And we have never got complain that a particular product 
cannot be used _____

CapabilityINTW21

CapabilityINTW21

Actually what we realized is there are 3 sides of the coin. First the organization concerned they want 
to be in the market at the earliest possible and capture the business and revenue thereby. That’s their 
primary aim . When users concerned they don't want to do 1000 things. They want everything by 
click of a button . The middle one is the IT. IT wants to full fill the expectation of the both sides, and 
balances it and without compromising any of the security needs. These are the 3 points most of the 
insurance companies face at ERP implementations _ _
There are different users. Marketing always rush. They want to launch new products frequently. We 
have to take care of that. Actuaries are other product guys. They too want to havequick
implementations. Agency guys want to release commission® ®^ wanTto almtte S^
Servicing guys want to settle claims by pressing a button^automat ' 
we are doing that. Anyway if it is a proper pracbce, we have to take care deliver

CapabilityINTW19

CapabilityINTW19

Comprom 
issues within the ISF system, vis a visCapabilityUFEAsia
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verification to Acquisition 
Category Interviewee Respond

1 of cou^Thi?irtt:^^7T^7T7—-------_____
pattemTanfu^^anViheteh âblet0hav'i

case

—_______
Competitiveness

INTW20

Competitiveness
INTW23

Competitiveness Competitiveness. It comes with all theseINTW10

So to be competitive in the 
link business

Competitiveness et we had no choice but to implement this system to facilitate unit

same features or facilities where weM ttieromreHH ^ “J"B'71,67 wi" probab|Y match «*
^dvantagefor some period. During this time firet wi" * “*
Sto SH the compete advance from me

INTW12

Competitiveness
INTW12

Competitiveness marketINTW12

CompetitivenessINTW17

And they are able to introduce new business their own. To be competitive in the market you need
to come up with new product ideas frequently. So first critical factor in our ERP system is customer 
can implement these new products their own
Actually what we realized is there are 3 sides of the coin. First the organization concerned they
want to be in the market at the earliest possible and capture the business and revenue thereby. 
That's their primary aim

CompetitivenessINTW18

CompetitivenessINTW19

because this system has been developed over 30 years and has lot of experience in insurance 
business and best practices. They have a competitive advantage in the marketCompetitivenessINTW19

The ultimate objective should be serve customers better and if you can get competitive advantage 
by using of insurance ERP over the competitors that's what I should look at.INTW7 Competitiveness
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luisition
Interviewee~Respon^~

Eecause affordabiiit7ofpHrchs~------— -------------------- ___

application ,f the company can afford yes it

SSSSSS^SpiSS
really using them to ge^iteTe^m^^s had^o Spendin9 heavy on a certain modu|e are we

organization t^fecilitating'tn^in^s^lJnningHe^'luaHonTT6 °?inizations-tt P'3^ a keYrole in the 
developments. Because of the S„^?;'0reMn9 and “""P3™65 P™** 
priority to actuarial needs ^ ntin^Insurance ERP systems you do not give

justification to Ac.
Case Category

JustificationINTW1

JustificationINTW1

JustificationINTW1

Justification
INTW12

JustificationINTW5

JustificationINTW5

JustificationINTW15

fhf lyS1S^r0CfS; Ak that time there Were 2 vendors short feted by the organization. We were one of 
them. Then they had chosen our product. Then we started implementation

The very first impression we got for ISF was it is user friendly. Its look and feel is very good . The second
impression was its functional richness. These are the two areas we got impression about ISF from users
So as a user everybody wants is that from the ERP system. It's again the productivity because even if the
system is user friendly if it take time to process or to get the information out than expected then that is 
an issue

JustificationINTW18

JustificationINTW21

JustificationINTW4

On 9th Jan 2003, the company launched "New Life System Project" with an aim of acquiring new software 
solution for its life insurance business operations. The objective was to replace the 15 year old legacy 
system with a new system which is capable of meeting most of organization's present and future 
requirements. One of the key objectives of the new system is to gain a step change in life business 
marketing and operations. _ _
With continuous growth of life business and demands for various services need from the cistomere and
field staff, the improvements to the existing programs continued and new programs were added. The

SinaaDore has been found to be the best s hiahliqhted that seven out of nine Aviva BUs of
- * • - **-—-■J—i more 

It is also noteworthy that UfeASIA solution

ISF Justification

ISF Justification

by^AVIwf NDB a^AVIVA-APRO ^^^^^^f^^'^^onVa'tforni'of A^va thus giving

Asia are already using LifeASIA solution asttepn^o™^ isPa,s0 noteworthy that LifeAS-------
positive client references and an insight:' ?f°_ India and sri Lanka. The Sri Lankan references aressaaBssaa*----------

JustificationLIFEAsia
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Justification to Acquisition
Category Interviewee ResponseCase

PerceptionINTW1

our MI

morSnmdlcHrocI^e^ h3Ve rUnning issues*Common things like during a day end or
whatever Wherefs an FRP .nni « °r ftemP?rarY fi,e not deleted due to some authority issue' or
but you have to ensure that See SScatn ^ ""

ERP provide appropriate solution ----------------------------------------
I think because Sri Lanka is not a lavish country like other countries in respect implementation. The users
are very serious and they know the value of money. So naturally it's a big investment so they look at as a 
serious venture________________ ______
In general we don't have systems for perfect insurance or perfect accounting. If you look at SAP it is
specialized in accounting. Similarly ISF is specialized in insurance. What we do is, we are trying to get 
accounting from ISF and insurance from SAP. Then complain the system does not meet our requirements
There is a mix feeling. I would say IT savvy people generally like any ERP system. People who are not IT
savvy until they get used to it or get some benefit out of it will not be happy. In any implementation 
initially the negatives are very much. That's what we hear as the reaction to the changes by people
Why we implement new systems is because when there are certain drawbacks in earlier systems, where 
we cannot do any improvements further. That is the main reason for the new system implementations. 
Having said that even if we put our entire effort to get things back it’s not 100% successful once 
implemented because in my assessment it's about 60 - 80% success rate. Because the rest will be known 
once it's implemented and once the people are real working on it only certain issues come out. So unless 
those are sorted out we cannot say its 100% successful from day 1 _
Make it happen and help it happen people will really enjoy the project and receive the benefits of the
change actually. And the stop happen people always criticizing of something -----------------------------
Every human being hates changes actually. Everybody wants to be safe status quo everything to happen
to good _ _______ _——------------------------- ———-------
So it's a psychological aspect how many people are ready to embrace the change. So that's where the

requirement gathering, ensuring the requirements are clearly stated at one go is ti^biggestdiallenge
because usera cannot specify what all their needs instantly. That’s the human psychology.
Sou ask Mohan tell me Letting about yourself. I can tell 5 or 10 lines but I cannot say my 40 years of

so° because ^had'sAp5experience, so I compare always with that. As I told earlier you cannot compare

PerceptionINTW1

PerceptionINTW1

PerceptionINTW17

PerceptionINTW2

PerceptionINTW9

PerceptionINTW14

psychologyINTW17

psychologyINTW17

psychologyINTW17

psychologyINTW17

INTW2 psychology

SAP with anythingSo user shcoldn't worry atout Utde cnee you cowStmoro Urey

psychologyINTW21
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Appendix 5.5 - Responses for Pre-Implementatio
n Considerations

Effective Communication 
CategoryCase Interviewee Responses i---------------------------- j-------

Actually there are two k«;npc —rr____ _______________’ • -get users to spell ort wh^rh^fl those ^issues bit of details. One is to 
there because aui?p nftpn ^ alneeded*1 *** there is a bit of a problem 
what the system r'n deTver 50 t What want ^ don>t

You donotkivolTr UndTVnterS ,ike sen!or ,evel Pe°PIe must be told very clearly if
ea^Stages y°u are not going to get a good finished

issues herai kp ^°U Wl ^ave 10 come 'n at a teter stage to solve problems and fix
— Ues Decause once you start having operational problems you will be forced to do it
The first impression they get the view or picture we communicate to them or they
expenence before we implement the system

You need to educate your subordinates why you need this. Probably the mental factor
you need to understand of people

It also, at the outset of the project, documents the agreed upon communications 
plans, control mechanisms, and responsibilities of team members. In other words, the 
project charter is a fundamental communications tool within the project environment.

INTW13 Communication

INTW13 Communication

CommunicationINTW14

INTW14 Communication

CommunicationISF

CommunicationISF Users not well informed about project benefits and activities.

ISF Communication Lack of interdepartmental communication.
Communication Unclear user/ partner communication.ISF
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Insurance Experience 
Case Category

Experience 
Experience

INTW13 Experience

Interviewee Responses
My career is expanding for nearly 20 years.

beqinn'mq.'H 'ndUStry for 20 years-I ve been dealing with them as a user from the

business3for^pnp!-^ f qU't6 similar t0 my exPerience elsewhere. In that we have in our
mSl Lnll ^ 3 r°buSt old we have a recent life 

£ n“on system which hasn’t deliver to expectations of the process of changing. And
mKuLmVlf(penenCu ?ere' My Previous experience is sometimes you get a good old 
robust systems probably it doesn't have all the bells and whistles but it is very solid steady 
and does the core job very well and increasingly.

;______________INTW8
INTW13

ve had in the past. There have been pluses

INTW22 Experience

INTW22 Experience

INTW20 Experience More than 10 years
INTW23 Experience Being in insurance more than 15 years

A couple of rounds of SAP, some years ago, part of a multinational roll-out regionally in
Asia, subsequently involved in the steering committee when a local company went through 
a version change. Recently in my current organization we implemented SAP as well. I didn't 
have much to do again in the steering committee. I mean purely from SAP perspective 
really involved in one, being in steering committee is two __
May be experience, may be inexperience. Just well are they I mean we need to blend these 
with the project team with ultimate outcome so they might not have the experience or 
maybe they have lot of experience
Primarily since 2001 me joining Union Assurance I have been associated with basically as a 
head of IT, directly associated with ERP solutions. Not only implementations even the usage

INTW23 Experience

INTW23 Experience

ExperienceINTW24

It’s actually for last 13 years I got involve initially with Insure/90 in this company
This insurance company started in 1988.1 joined this company in 1987. From the
implementation of this company we had computer systems in place. Two in house 
developed systems for Life insurance and application that is purchased from Singapore 
called IIS. Those two systems were there plus there was an in house developed system 
from CTC for GL for finance. In the middle part, once we bought by Zurich I think we got 
SAP. As an ERP application it managed part of the organization. So I think that I have 
about 25 years of experience with ERP applications-------------------- -----------------------

INTW16 Experience

ExperienceINTW1

Almost throughout my career. Almost 25 yearsExperienceINTW10
I have involved in many implementations _______ -
Actually my entire career is with insurance only. From 1992 to date I am in this trade
about 22 years _ _ _
I have been in the industry more than 30 years now ----- in.„ra^7TRP

about 19 years of experience. 15 yeais I am dealing with insurance ERP.
with insurance related software only__________ .—

ERP software development and implementation

ExperienceINTW10 .Its
ExperienceINTW12

Experience

Experience
Experience
Experience

Experience

INTW5
In total I have
From 1998 till date I am work[
We have come a long way with insurance

INTW17

INTW17
INTW6

INTW2 now.
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Insurance Experience

CategoryCase Interviewee Responses

It's about 15

~
■

_____________ExperienceINTW15 years

I have been dealing with insurance ERPExperienceINTW18 system now 14 years 
I am dealing with insurance ERP systems for last 15 years
^°^g™^e™^h,ch I have over 13 years' experience working on--------

ExperienceINTW21

ExperienceINTW19

ExperienceINTW9 My experience for next year it will be 25 years
INTW3 Experience ^ly total experience is about 22 years. Out of that about 14 years now 1 am using ERP systems

on^r^en^itwa^ajrn^l^^16^!^160 WG ^10 t6St entire with migrated data and soINTW3 Experience

ExperienceINTW4 I have about 10 years of experience in dealing with ERP systems. It is in 3 insurance companies
ExperienceINTW7 Around 20 years I have been dealing insurance ERP systems

We have not implemented finance part of it. It covers all insurance core functions. It basically
manages all insurance functions and related operations. This system I have experience about 1.5 
years

INTW7 Experience

Experience I have been in the industry about 20 yearsINTW14

I have over 15 years’ experience in insurance industry with ERP as wellExperienceINTW11
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ERP Implementation Experipn^ 
Category Text

INTW8____ Exposure

INTW22 Exposure

Case

GtWfer!.the 5? one **is total disaster is with multiple number of things. 
Somehow you don t exactly know how they co-relate and that can be a disaster. That
be^nnin*6 W^° 6 ^'n9 iS re,ate ^adly re,ate t0 setup mana9ement at the very

I guess from very first day we were dealing with Insurance related ERP systems like
Life, General core business systems, financial systems, never really worked in a manual 
environment. It's all been automated, so entire career is 15 years now
A couple of rounds of SAP, some years ago, part of a multinational roll-out regionally in
Asia, subsequently involved in the steering committee when a local company went 
through a version change. Recently in my current organization we implemented SAP as 
well. I didn't have much to do again in the steering committee. I mean purely from 
SAP perspective really involved in one, being in steering committee is two

INTW22 Exposure

INTW22 Exposure

INTW23 Exposure

INTW23 Exposure

Primarily since 2001 me joining Union Assurance I have been associated with basically 
as a head of IT, directly associated with ERP solutions. Not only implementations even 
the usage . _
Expectation from me was to implement an underwriting system as well as reinsurance
system. So that's how I got involved. I worked with Minds Corporation and at Eagle 
insurance we had about 6 core members in different teams and representing different 
areas in the business from claims to underwriting to operations to various classes of 
business and also IT side __________ _ ____________
That was like tremendously useful when I came into LOLC because I was here
overlooking both sides. So it was like tremendous experience ------------------_—
From the implementation of this company we had computer systems in place. Two in
house developed systems for Life insurance and application that is purchased from

7mirM think we got SAP. As an ERP aptficatiofnt managed part of

had unit link before________ _________ _________

INTW24 Exposure

INTW16 Exposure

ExposureINTW16

ExposureINTW1

to facilitate
ExposureINTW12

ERP Implementation Experience
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CategoryCase Text
^uaiiyThavelleaft^^—------- - . - \ mm

Insurance related"in^e^STs3^55 orid in imPIerr>enting end to
^^^^n^jomearesupgort^b^m^^n^/6313* 6 CUSt0mers have directiY
onwaiJs^movol'lrrto^^E^iJig^^^y'B^saCAp/CAM designer. From 1998 ~

companies around the world, and then develoDin?^ imP,ementin9 various insurance 
request 7 0 men aevelopmg the product with enhancement as user

INTW17 Exposure

INTW17 Exposure

s s r-■ e™ asimplementation of insurant Presses of local development and 
jgfi^oilwas handling pa^S^gT11"- ^2006 BF

companSte counts, tan Vendor5 and «" ^>"
needs into greater extente °r 655 are customized to the local

INTW6 Exposure

INTW15 Exposure

with version Tin CUrrent sVstem- That is ISF system. We started
jrJl0 1 n20r00;Afler about 3 years we went on version 2. Currently we are
actuary S° ^ W yearS 1 Was with the 53016 «™Pany and same product

INTW18 Exposure

busin^sdomaS601 ^ 'S ^ ^ W6 h3V6 imp,emented in many regions and many

Our product is ISF, Insurance Solution Framework. We have implemented this in now
multiple regions. That is Asia Pacific including Sri Lanka, Middle East and North Africa. 
Customization is done to its own business requirements. System is built in such a way 
that it can be parameter driven to configure die requirements of various regions and 
then those can be implemented
We have an insurance ERP system which is quite robust and we have been implementing
in Asia in past 10 years. Even in SL we have done lot of implementations
In that I have been an implementer for most of the systems used in AIA Insurance. We 
started with IIS. That was the earlier General Insurance system. Then I haven't 
implemented the previous Life system at the beginning but I was a developer. Then in 
Insure/90, the current GI system implementation I played the business analyst role. Then 
ISF, the current Life system I started managing it after implementation. And even SAP 
currently I am involved in maintenance _
I have worked with 3 insurers. So I have experience in 3 different insurance ERP
systems. That is IIS, Premia and 1/90 _ _
Premia is just supportive on the business that is underwriting and claims and there were
lot of issues with links and it was not a fully integrated system__ _
In my earlier place it was using an in house built system. Modifications were notmuch of
an issue, since it was internally maintained. Thereafter it was we got a system from 
l phannn. It was not that easy to make any modification-----------——
Earlier we were using a system called IMS (Insurance Management System). There the

IhawabotfVyeare'^rience in ERP implementations. My firetsuch expaience
Ittook about 2 yeare and then Ussia system implementation about 1 year. Neariy about

called TO, Tata tonsumng system. ^

So I have a

knowledge on thge implementations----- ------------------------ -

INTW21 Exposure

INTW21 Exposure

INTW19 Exposure

INTW9 Exposure

INTW3 Exposure

INTW3 Exposure

ExposureINTW4

INTW4 Exposure

ExposureINTW7

Exposure

Exposure

Exposure

INTW7

INTW14

INTW14
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ERP Implementation Experion^ 
Case Category Text ~~

—

all q00d ^ Y a,ways Wl11 have a' fort ® a Project team who messed it up and we are

InvolvementINTW8

InvolvementINTW8

InvolvementINTW8

ss:^rved not d,recUY but as >**« *™” - <*° **»» ^ p^s inInvolvementINTW13
A couple of rounds of SAP, some years ago, part of a multinational roll-out regionally in Asia,
subsequently involved in the steering committee when a local company went through a version 
change. Recently in my current organization we implemented SAP as well. I didn't have much 
to do again in the steering committee. I mean purely from SAP perspective really involved in 
one, being in steering committee is two_____________________________________
As I said basically, steering committee roles in 2, but really hands on really designing, from
planning to training users, on a regional SAP roll-out in a multinational. I believe that is where I 
have real most experience in implementation some years ago. More recently in a steering 
committee role more hands on involvement as such

InvolvementINTW23

InvolvementINTW23

I think the first step is make them part of the process. So if you make them feel that it is their 
system, and not something that was forced on them, that they were involved in the design that 
they create the processes that are going to be automated that they did the change themselves 
so basically end users need feel that it is their system rather than a project team has come and 
foisted on them ________________ _ __________
If you get the users involve and make them feel it is very much their system, and they own it,
then basically you can move forward with that. The users will have that mindset because once 
they own it then it is very difficult to have sort of negative sentiment and complain about 
something that you have created yourself. So you become part of the problem and you try 
solve the problem rather than sitting outside and saying that’s not my problem, it is someone

«,«>■*“ 1“1■”
mnn. nlaved a role of a projectsponsorontha^--------------------------------------------------

InvolvementINTW23

InvolvementINTW23

InvolvementINTW24

InvolvementINTW24
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PRP implementation Experiencp 
Case Category Text

: •

of related project. And also it was TOUimi'tfna to thar ^ We made mis ERP V°“ 'nHI«* 
sales, sales force management systems and so m L 2,WaS extending **t0 me P°>nt of 
systems that were basically using source of infnrm'-,H° ^re v!?re certain other external 
know different criteria or requirements of the rhTnp?" T th*Systemt0 ** ab,e serve you

policy system doesn't have to be re-entered transaction that have been entered into the

asaaat=sa55gSaaasaa.
rla?mc6J°reamemverSJn dlffere.n,: teams and rePresentin9 different areas in the business from 
claims to underwnting to operations to various classes of business and also IT side. That took 
about one year to implement system and I was very closely involved with Zurich financial 
services their Malaysian branch and their Singaporean branch and very dosely working with the 
implemented to actually to put the system for reinsurance and underwriting. I was involved in 
user side. I was like in between the implementer and users so I had manage to grasp what the 
system can do and what the system can't do towards the IT side and also get all the 
operational requirements and future needs also. Subsequently I was involved not so much as in 
Eagle but little bit at AIG. Because when I joined them I walked into another system 
implementation project which was in progress and then obviously because of my experience 
with Eagle they wanted my collaboration for that and then subsequently when I joined Allianz 
again they were in a middle of implementation and again I got involved in the Life side. So I 
had the unique experience in being involving both the General side and Life side. That was like 
tremendously useful when I came into LOLC because I was here overlooking both sides. So it 
was like tremendous experience _ _
Basically this company's IT department started by two people that is my-self and my previous
boss, and we were the two involved in training of users. From day one this company ran on 
computer systems and more and more work was done. So user awareness programs were 
done by application vendor and the rest of the part had to do. And implementation part on SAP 
there was a team who did a study and they implemented it and system administration and 
operations had to be done by us _ _———-

aspects of these from user perspective and technical input from Actuarial. ActuaryTate

SliiillllSs
administration at ^aMmeXTthan Siat I have implemented various modules sort of 
as complete ERP systems. ^^^Voraanization. Most of them are integrated in core

JITL2!ement^!ons^^^^^_^_-T;s^^entatJon projects i was selected as to P™J~

SSSSflSSSBasawssa--------- -------------

InvolvementINTW24

INTW16 Involvement

INTW1 Involvement

INTW10 Involvement

INTW12 Involvement

INTW5 Involvement
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FRP Implementation Experience 
Category TextCase

EggElglgsponsible for each ,rPa Basirailv IvlT Side a"tedlnlcal "■»« with 
nf rnurer, my j n^ifoiTiTTriTTiTojillTlo^^ i faortnfatorhni''al consultant as well
AMCu39e 0r whether to do in house develonmS** 6760 to dedde whether to go with a 
All those were actually evaluated and^w^TntnivL10^'? rt from else in the group,
very beginning ^ involved. So I got involved in the project from the

And because of
InvolvementINTW5

InvolvementINTW5

InvolvementINTW17

H£Hkk1SS555£3=bkk,
Mostly I involved in user acceptance testing of implementation projects. Then post------------
ERP system^cce 'tence^ Pr0dUCt coordinating the testing of entire solution for the

InvolvementINTW17

InvolvementINTW6

Now l am involved in another ERP implementation project Mostly I am involved with business
analysis to identify the requirement. Also I am coordinating the entire testing process of that 
system. I have 8 members in my team, monitoring all the testing functions. That is the role 
being played now__________________________ ___________
I involved fully in SAP implementation. SAP implemented with the consultancy of Sathyam, an
Indian experts in SAP implementations. Total project time was 7 weeks. It was marked as 
Sathyam's shortest ever implementation of SAP

InvolvementINTW6

INTW2 Involvement

Recent times in BI implementation I involved in requirement identification and transforming 
knowledge of report development in BI without taking any special training. So I was actively 
involved in implementation tasks_______ __________________________ _
Therefore Actuaries involved most of the time in the system implementation to ensure the
needs of actuarial perspectives. And also to understand the capabilities of the systems for us to 
do certain new things in the market, what type of capabilities available with the software. 
That's my involvement in ERP implementations __
It was possible to implement the product in one and half years. First we implemented
traditional Life and Group Life systems and followed by Investment linked actually.---------------

can look for different solutions that customer look at, and then we define tJ*v*ch®d^ 0

%%£%£££&’.£5 <£*»■ ™ >—»—««>'1»
implementation and ....... frjr in -mm; ^ mmmnv we started in

been in SI for past 12

InvolvementINTW2

InvolvementINTW15

INTW18 Involvement

INTW21 Involvement

INTW19 Involvement

INTW9 Involvement
and also as a user
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PRP implementation Experience 
Category TextCase

1 can tel1 n^systemTinvoive! 
management
broughJltotecoSanMtas 1999 wh

suPBQrtive and satisfied Z Ml. Currently I am using I/9Q. It is

InvolvementINTW9 In thatcurrently we are"
revamping the entire performance

InvolvementINTW3 en 1/90 was

InvolvementINTW3

InvolvementINTW4

Ufe oSo T ed9.l!cross- 'n,ere are representatives from eaS function of the

For those two implementations, I was actively involved heading a super user team and also UAT
activity of the implementation. I managed the entire UAT process with a set of super users by 
doing test scripts and testing of those scripts. So I was a key member of the implementation team
With related to implementation in certain projects I involved in system testing and UAT analysis
and once implemented post implementation projects activities. So these are the 3 areas I have 
been associated with systems projects
It was with my former employer's place with the system development It's a Ufe Insurance
system before implementation at the user specifications we get involve writing specifications for 
our requirements. At the pilot project testing the selected users will be involved with the system 
testing. So any issues will be rectified as these selected users identify them
I have quite long experience with house built system and then Ufe Asia system recently from 
Singapore vendor and implementation done locally and with international support We evaluated 3 
systems. Later we identified Life Asia as most suitable because it is on AS400 environment where 
we have skills and competencies and end users too familiar with green screens. My main role was 
there to identify the gaps _ _

InvolvementINTW4

InvolvementINTW7

InvolvementINTW14

InvolvementINTW14

InvolvementINTW11

no



Management Involvement 
CategoryCase Interviewee Rp

,na " »>isi—

sponses

Management
SupportINTW13

can be reduced.

HSsi?iS5S5*KgjS=«Management
SupportINTW13

For our project!one of the best things we did was we had the highest level decision-

£«M=attssK5assrsrr'
already taken the deasion. That was for me one of the best examples of empowered 
team. So no 1 is you have released your best technical business people for the 
project. No 2 is that they are empowered. It is not just releasing and you dont have 
to go back and ask questions every time. 3rd thing in the implementation what we 
did was we got these 'Super Users'. They tend to own the system
But as long as the top management or the in-user know what is the need, what are
their requirement, what are the modules they are going to manage through the ERP 
solution then I think it is a success

Management
SupportINTW20

Management
SupportINTW1

If we are to implement an ERP solution for the success of the project actually 100% 
management commitment is a must If the management cannot commit and allocate 
resources to implement and for core team they have to have their luxury in doing the 
studies doing the testing doing whatever reports enhancement changes because 
once an application goes live it's pointless to get the application as changes. Because 
then you are live and all changes thereafter will be a cost to the organization. So 
management commitment and resources commitment is a must to the success of the 
application _
Sri Lankan environment I would say it is very satisfactory compared to other
countries because the management ownership is very good in Sri Lanka
I would think the knowledge of the staff and management commitment and user
commitment towards implementation were the factors to be successful----------------
And from top management to down the message was very dear. They wantto
imnipmprrf a world class insurance system. It really went on a great way actug^-----

Management
SupportINTW1

Management
SupportINTW17

Management
SupportINTW17

Management
SupportINTW18

Management
SupportINTW7

some we,

Management
SupportINTW11 objective
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Management Involvement

CategoryCase

ensu-9 that ttwEmSS 
isolation by any one party since it outline Pr°3eCt charter “""ot be done in

j^a^aeBcjaaagjiiw
1 am not brave enough to be the 1st 

2nd 3rd or 4th man n™ * Wlnti? be 016 first man 00 the moon-I want to be the

|?i:ttSKiKj&~ssraon the implementabon I think what went right and the most important was having 
the nght people at the right level in the implementation
But whereas user maintaining Excel file or some other application we have depend on
the data entry accuracy too there. But with a ERP application data entry is done by 
somebody else and reports are done by somebody else and in built validations are 
there to see the accuracy of information and if there any errors it will reconcile and 
cream of MI is much more reliable in ERP system rather than trying to develop in 
house where lot of effort need to put to get that accuracy
I think as I mentioned getting an ERP solution could be implemented faster than
trying to develop an in house developed application. So only thing is the user 
requirement has to be very clear. What do we need? What is the output of the ERP? 
So if that can be clearly carved out and agreed with the user and the management, 
ERP system will never be a failure  ___
I still believe our implementation process was very professional. I thank actually
vendor did a project charter. It was very comprehensive document. It was a blue 
print of the entire project |
Sri Lankan environment I would say it is very satisfactory compared to other
countries because the management ownership is very good in Sri Lanka. That means 
business belonging is very good compared to Middle East Sri Lankan staffs own the
luanka'had'two implementations. One is a foreign based company a multinational

we would prefer more user tn^dly approach where 
Only thing is two ftjncbonaUbes we Pcan improve. So that's our mam
the user not waste time so fta proa productivity to improve more than

jyjSSTSSSd--------

_______
er

Management
Support

ISF

INTW8 Confidence
chemist

INTW22 Confidence

INTW20 Confidence

INTW1 Confidence

ConfidenceINTW1

ConfidenceINTW5

ConfidenceINTW17

ConfidenceINTW21

ConfidenceINTW21

ConfidenceINTW4
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Project Champions
CategoryCase Interviewees ------------ —_______ ________ _

spend S days
commitment of the people. They wilUMnk tote ^ R^ very difficult t0 9« the

have been enormoS! ^ gM^g^tfe3^ ?e^1 «"he user department wsuW 

because when you have super users wouldn't have happened

«*»«—*»«* imsSSeSSS 'ESSSSZ,

ChampionsINTW13

ChampionsINTW20

ChampionsINTW20

?aS2SS*rass;;r^p.m-.™,rar;r^g=jztxz^jsz-
me training so as I said it is all about getting the best people in terms of what you want to
achieve. The system you want to have at the end of the day. I think once you get the best 
people they will figure out what to get done and achieve the objectives within time. Then also 
where they need to compromise where they shouldn't compromise. Ultimately I mean you 
can t empower people who don't have a good understanding and capable to make certain 
decision. So your best people are able to make those important decisions and buy other 
people into those decisions as well

ChampionsINTW23

oiect.

ChampionsINTW23

Champions There should be dedicated people or teams for thisINTW10
IT should not try to overrun the business needs. IT should be the facilitator to make business 
process easier or automated. If that can convince to the user by delivering and user accept it 
then these projects will be very successful _
Life Operations, Actuarial, Finance, IT, Marketing and HR departments are the business
stakeholders of the project _ . _
Eagle Insurance to ensure key members are included in the project team, rather than simply
setting up a team. Key stakeholders should be identified, based on their role to the project
outcome _ _ —-----——
Eagle Insurance will identify key stakeholders with appropriate expertise to participate in the
dedicated team_____________________ ___________ _

ChampionsINTW5

ChampionsISF

ChampionsISF

ChampionsISF

? iiBRARY §
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Project Ownership 
Case Segment Text

becomes their problem. And the rest wash ttefr "" ',J’plementation is 9ood or bad it=sas=~-=5S5s
Ss^tem '3'ementati0n Wh3t did

happened because wh

^longing is very good compared to Middle East Sri Lankan staffs own the system actually
Insurance business, mostly depend on the actuary. For actuarial calculations and
estimations mostly use these data coming out of these systems. So when a system is 

eveloped its key responsibility of an actuary to ensure that provides the required data or 
MI. For these purposes and also its actuary’s responsibility to ensure that these systems 
will cater to the company’s future needs that expectations of actuaries future business 
development and features etc., and current requirements .
It is important to assess the potential impact on the project in identifying the stakeholders.
Consideration will be taken on the type of involvement of various stakeholders for this 
complex project. In this project, most senior managers are seen to some extent as 
stakeholders exercising influence or control as follows: Strategic - Determining the 
strategy which this system underpins. Managerial - Executes managerial control over 
elements of the system being implemented. Operational - Is involved in operating the 
system or parts of it. Direct Influence - Directly affected by outputs of the system but is 
not engaged in inputting to it. Indirect Influence - Is only indirectly affected by the 
system if at all. _
the following departments will need to be nominated as stakeholders: CEO and the top
management team Life Operations (Life NB, Servicing, Claims and PRU) Life Distribution 
Life Agency Management Life Sales Training Corporate Life (Group life Marketing and 
Operations) Finance - Life Finance - Corporate Human Resource IT Legal and Compliance, 
Audit------------------------------------- ------ ------------------------------------- ----------------
UAT will be reviewed and signed by the auditors

KBuSsaesgteggs-!-- „
sometimes to get and does the testing and they

te* ^ a" the possible scenarios they are famto w,th and ey

will give the ok. right?-------------------------------------------------

INTW8 Ownership

INTW20 Ownership
we got these ’Super Users'. They tend

INTW20 Ownership en you have 
ownership is

INTW17 Ownership

INTW15 Ownership

OwnershipISF

OwnershipISF

OwnershipISF

User
CommitmentINTW13

User
Commitment to do.INTW13

of where

User
CommitmentINTW13
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Project G\v rversh'p

:•
Sasnwnt li TextC25^1

USsar
\ r\Tt\ZZ 1 Comm.'tment 

User
;' piTWIO : Ccmmrrrert

^ey are empower^ to figure cutto 
j chanSe where the users cj #,,
!: whole process

User
Commitment w to design the system, imptemert •** ------

e system. They tend to tectfy cany reL\T'*VZ3

fn dav^Wn^don't^oi^58 ** *** ***" ir's&'C8S where svssrs ccro
part of that implementation then there S 8*?use ** ‘SKS wera '** ~<-c~ a

gsponability ror it We hare no ownership for it So it is very easy to trash
o.vnVtSftpnLUSeflinVOlVe and mate them fee! * fevsr>' much their system. arc rev------ :
o ,vn it, then basically you can move forward with that, the users w3I have that r-Tcsec
oecause once they own it then it is very difficult to hare sort of negative sentiment arc 
complain about something that you have created yourself. So you become -art of the 
prob em and you try solve the problem rather than sitting outside and saying theft ret rrv ■ 
problem, it is someone else's problem they should fix it
Yeah. I mean it is about prototyping it I mean I think the project team can probably cc !
some work around it and create some prototype and you need to go back to the users a^d • 
get them and may take the users views in and do another itsetien. When it comes back 
to the users it is really their system. They designed it. And once that feeling has been 
inculcated then even when things don’t work on day 1 implementation it becomes ck. Hew 
do we fix this problem rather than it is not my problem. And in-fact I never wanted this 
solution. You know the mindset is completely different makes life much easier moving 
forward _
User needs to engage in system. They are the users. If they enter garbage and system
does not validate it then MI going to be in a trouble. So as the management team we have 
to educate and encourage the user as this is the system you need to enter and the 
information to be accurate at your stage validate what you can at your level ______
With refer to implementation people should have good knowledge in implementation
process. You can’t just have part time commitment to implementation. Then it wont work. 
My impression is people should commit not only from IT side but from users side. "TCiere 
should be dedicated people or teams for this. A model office to record all tests is the 
method. Perform as much as possible test scenarios, then I think you will experience

USS*
PfrVi’23 I Commitment

we don't have no.

User
CommitmentINTW23

User
CommitmentINTW23

User
CommitmentINTW1

User
CommitmentINTW10

minimum issues
The users are very serious and they know the value of money. So "aturally idsaWg
Sent so they look at as a serious venture. So everybody commit the expected

four stages actually. Ttl^’rn^ fou/types^ll be there in any organization. We have

ssssESii«-
something_________ _______ _

User
CommitmentINTW17

User
CommitmentINTW17
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Knowledge Management
Category Interviewee Resp^T~~--------- -----------------________

wn? imninS/ 'lkfe human sides are lookedafter'nAtS|tiSaid h° enSUre that o^res of the

involved * D6St th,ngs we d'dwWhiTS^T^^ dkion makers

Case

ookat
CompetencyINTW8

CompetencyINTW20
Competency f°n°lis_y°u have released your besUe^^^

V™ want to achieve, and eve^^^ttssasssssssaas..
people in they become the change agents
Ttie 2nd thing is basically we were very consciously put the best possible people in the context
of the system implementation. So we make a very dear consdous dedsion. These are the 
people we need to have on board for these reasons. They might not be the best people in those 
particular functions/ but for a variety of reasons they are the best people for the project
They might be influential, may be don't have any influence at the organization at all. May be
they've been doing this for many years or they haven't done anything at all. But it is creating 
that best set of people to meet that objective, implement that system. I think one dear thing 
that I've leam through the years is once you decided to invest lot of money not to compromise 
on the resources because you know it is really very short sighted because if you detided to put 
lot of money and then pinching pen using in terms I cant release this person or I cant get that 
person. So many times if you pull very good people out of the business and if replicated the 
resources with outsiders, which costs us little bit more. But all context of the project it minds

INTW20

CompetencyINTW23

CompetencyINTW23

CompetencyINTW23

CompetencyINTW23

you _ _—----------------- —---------------- -—
In insurance you need to have correct technical people involved in it We were lucky into some
extent *«•=■■ i*p we had people. If you cannot find them internally then you have to hire them
I would think the knowledge of the staff and management commitment and user commitment

INTW5 Competency

CompetencyINTW17

INTW6 Competency

CompetencyINTW2

tnej^end2rat_5sJS2^n^S^2^_-—i^-^^^^7^oo'environment where we nave

CompetencyINTW21

CompetencyINTW9

CompetencyINTW11
Competency

INTW11
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Focus Absolute Necessity 
SegmentCase Text

at all fmean^nS'is ntftoT f0r business never be able to

*—«■ *>
been aite to mn toebusiS SoTb^-a "*lf W°U'd haVe not 
the business is from those^tems & if °f “* operational of
be able to run the businLs S f ^ ^Stems are not there V°u won't

suTtevour^nrc ”T SUCC6SS fM0r would be fnncBonality of the system to 

gbyious, to deliver ™Y n0t *
ISort itS^°DUSmeSS-iS a key- “ te Such a basic requirement but didn't

fhfn?et uTne promises lt But you don't know how to get it So that’s 
my thinking. Nobody ever told give me a system that’s not robust But what 
happens afterward is different
You need to strike a balance between robustness and the feature rich flexibility
Yes there is a requirement to do flexibility feature need it is always there. But
sometimes you can add those later. Again in everyone doesn't have to have on 
day one. My experience is this. When people try to add-on lots of features it 
usually end up in delaying the project and it add complexity and end up having 
something less than what you want to have. If you go for what you need plus 
may be couple of other things you get them quicker. Usually you get a more 
robust system and then you get in phase n whatever you call it and you can 
add the other things. You have a review period to see what other add-on 
features you might need. People are more, let's say pragmatic and prudent. 
What they then ask for so act almost like a self and have 30, list of features nice 
to have. When you move it to 2nd phase then 30 list become 6 or 7. Because 
they start question themselves whether I want to have that capability whatever 
it might be. Also I think it will give you flexibility that you needed as business 
environment changes or big ERP change can take up to 2 years sometimes even 
longer. In that, 2 years again what you need and what you would like, the gap 
will change. Even the features and desirability would change. So if you have 
what you need and reassess the project implemented and finished, you can take 
a breather and decide what you actually need now going forward. Because 
world in 2 years would have moved on quite a lot. That's another reason.
For example that too many details being captured at policy level and then when
they are doing the day end and things like that it had this expenence. Then for 
conventional products I don't think they need online real time information. Even 
for unit link products online real time is not necessary because unlike a bank, 
you can't do a transaction online real time. That was too much of a luxury when 
vou come to think of it on account of efficiency— ---------------- -—;--------------
When you look at it in a strategic point of view, any ERP ^™k

pany should critically support the total value chain. For 
at the Drocess major part of the value creation is captunng customers. So then 
channel management is the cribcal part. That is where everythmg happens^

Jr"f 'Lf^ecan'youCTeate^r^tervalurby saying

within a week' but have no significant difference-----------------------------------

_ ~INTW8 Imperativeness

INTW8 Imperativeness

INTW8 Imperativeness

INTW22 Imperativeness

INTW22 Imperativeness

INTW22 Imperativeness

ImperativenessINTW20

com

ImperativenessINTW20

ImperativenessINTW20
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Focus Absolute Necessity 
SegmentCase

«r TO and
in the end user screens are used oniv tcw ,00k a* ISF 80% of the things 

far more robust ed manner' * think system would have been

INTW20 Imperativeness

s1 rs t™r * ■ -qrrppn Yhfn needed' Fo JexamP|e we can link all customer polities to the same
fimes do to°nP2ntf f hlS a" polides' But if Y°u ^ people how many 
■ „ d0 the^1need ^at information to serve customers. It might be sufficient to
ente? rnlir^M °merJlaS m°re than one P01'^*Then 016 20(1 thing when you 
e ter polrcy id number you get all the details to same screen right That’s a
great feature. But if you ask our service people how many times do they really 
find this importance. It might be surprise to know this customer has more than 
one policy. If you are going to make a decision using them, then that 
information needed at a decisional servicing point Then it should be made using 
a query. Very few of those things come into operation
Because what you want is the best possible solution that you can move forward
with. Not a solution that comes into the organization people can't use it or there 
are significant gaps in it, because best people were doing 2-3 jobs and not 
prioritizing design the implementation 
So getting the objective right is crucial. Because ultimately big way into this end
things don't always work according to plan, however good your people are. So 
sometimes you need to be very clear what you wanted to achieve. So that when 
you go into a project the 3 months or 1 year or 2 years whatever it is you are 
very clear goal post you want to achieve
For example the first one we implemented and I was involved in terms of a
regional SAP roll out. Probably the ROI for the multinational was to have one 
common infrastructure which they could draw information from subsequent use 
that information much faster in the market to make key decisions I mean so I 
wasn't really involved in the ROI aspects, the last one we involved in it was 
around SAP again and we had very dear. I mean we knew that possibly from 
efficiency perspective the investment couldn't really be justified from foe 
potential savings, productivity improvements, process efficiencies that we could 
get. But we were also looking at what could go wrong if we didn't have foe 
system. And sometimes you cant really quantify that to that extent So if could 
save I mean if you don't have the system we are possibly running this level of 
ricks and we cant really quantify that in terms of reputation so-------------------
Because there were other people assigned as different, you know theroles.
Probably as project implementors leaders so on. So business userswere 
involved. So according to that scope of work what we came up at that tme^So

SSSS^r-
subsequently as per the plans to you know bnngmg certain ERP feat^ --—

“SSSSSSSsSaBrsaa:process is enhanced. It is oruy P jn of if something goes
day it is worthwhile. And also that^ “ £ re-correction process.

INTW20 Imperativeness

INTW23 Imperativeness

INTW23 Imperativeness

ImperativenessINTW23

ImperativenessINTW24

lam

ImperativenessINTW24
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Focus Absolute Necessity 
SegmentCase Text ——— ------------ --------------------------------------

are able to concentrate hndnocc ^ [nrnr °*If * fu,fi,s ,ts Action then we

We know What are ouF-----------
requirement then what dope th0^ 3re’If *rt is regionaI based reporting 
build application then it mS bl re9lonrequired’If * 15 an in bouse
of manual work Using S wo^ L° ™ **reports and *« do * 

get "eZ^ etC- ™uW fate

UspedficaBon and laYOut 15 a
When you implement a system first of all you must see whether it’s aligned with
the company's business strategy. If not its going to be a failure. Because 
implemented at IT end,
In the said project the sales people had a requirement of 140 reports. Couldn't
convince what they are going to do with those reports and it's not practical to 
complete within the project timeline. Instead you should have looked at business 
critical ones. That may be very few. They were not ready to compromise this 
and all 140 was a need which was not possible
Fundamentally from the top management perspective this is an investment as
you word it correctly. Not a cost Especially in financial service industry this 
system is like a backbone. If the backbone is week any service point cannot be 
smiling. If your backbone is week your face will not have a smile. So it's very 
important your internal backbone your skeleton is strong. So then you are able 
to give effective customer service. That's a fundamental thing
People's expectations are changing day by day. If you try to satisfy all these
expectations by changing systems then and there you will face lot of issues
From the organizational view, I do not say totally successful or unsuccessful.
Because anyway these ERPs need customizations to individual organization's 
needs. From the experience I had in number of implementations users always 
insist to go with the system. There is no fall back if the requirements are not 
met. So in a system evaluation if the minimum of requirements are not met you 
should be able to fall back into some other solution _______—
Expectation is the ROI. If this system is not there how I run my business is the
next question. By implementing this system what's the cost / benefit I get which
is mv key decision point----------------------------- —----- . . ---- -----------
Critical business (Eagle Insurance or industry specifics) requirements or

ESS • “ "s "OSHSSSun.

sSssaffasasssasat
project —-------- ----------------------- -

INTW16 Imperativeness

INTW1 Imperativeness

INTW1 Imperativeness

INTW12 Imperativeness we as

INTW5 Imperativeness

INTW17 Imperativeness

INTW2 Imperativeness

ImperativenessINTW15

ImperativenessINTW15

ImperativenessISF

ImperativenessISF
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Persuasive Requirement* 
Case Segment Text

complex'procSrto'begi^Because 3*mentations •"«* °ten they are really 
come up with most of Te 5*Zm^T^t0 f°reSee 1,16 **« andINTW8 Precise Requirement

INTW8 Precise Requirement

Precise RequirementINTW13 „ . ppens and then
ange request have to be worked on to reduce the

5§El

methodical approach to captunng the user requirement. So there is some failure 
I see in the process of guiding the users to spell out what they really need as 
users don t know how to articulate all the possible scenarios what they may 
actually face, right? They might give you some requirements based on some 
common situations. But when you actually start using the system there are lot of 
uncommon situations and issues come up and often you find in spelling out the 
system specs you had not thought of all those scenarios. This is a one failure I

Precise RequirementINTW13

see.
Exactly. Little bit of investment of time and resources at that stage I think can
help a lot to reduce unnecessary duplication that happen later on. right? Because 
at the moment typically what I find is you try to capture the user need through 
few discussions and then may be some document with slight changes, but I think 
that process is not good enough.
Once again I mean may not be 100% possible but at least 90% of the possible 
situations to be captured as much as you can. Then you can try to deliver a 
solution closely matching what the users want
And IT people also have a device to capture. Now say sometimes with a blank 
piece of paper people will find difficult to put down their requirements.
May be sometimes IT people sitting with the users and need understanding their
current processes taking notes. And then they will be able to challenge when they 
again sit back to look at new system ask people, 'now we noticed that you all had 

specific business requirement like this and how are we going to address in the
new system?1. It is a joint effort.________________ __________ ______
And the features again I guess you have to spend some time understanding what 
people need. That usually makes that trade-off against lessons learnt hard way. 
What does customer, what is user need? That is your base right If there is a 
huge gap between what you think and what they want then got to make that
judgment to value add and what you think they want.------  ■—
Again ask people that what they need that declined feature for. Ask what do they 
need and what advantage they are going to get If the advantages very 
marginal then you tell them. Was it really need or if there is a potential nsk in 
project to have it. is it worth to have? -------------------- ----------------------------

Precise RequirementINTW13

Precise RequirementINTW13

Precise RequirementINTW13

Precise Requirement
INTW13 a

Precise Requirement
INTW22

Precise Requirement
INTW22
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Persuasive Requirem^ntc 
Case Segment Text

punsssssssk. 
SSSS=S3 I got to have a robuSem Zan " effider^ 9ain ' "Tmber
52!aM!^andrgbustnK^ '1 Capac,ty1 want fiedb®y I want

INTW22 Precise Requirement

SSSS5?£5a»SB=Sst
ga n only f«ve m.nute. It applies to the same thing. A very marginal tSefit you
nf 1 nnvMPM 9 uly^ Ca,CU,ate 031,6 highway100 m *1W go at a speed 
0f 1 h°-KlPo y0-U reach Ga 6 In °ne hour- M y°u go at 120 KMPH you will 
reach in 49.8 minutes. Just 10 minutes early. But if you calculate your energy 
waste and the risk you take I think that cost more than that It is same with ERP 
implementations

INTW20 Precise Requirement

I suppose it is important to figure out what the organization wants to achieve.
That's very important to start-off, otherwise you don’t have real dear objective 
what you want to achieve. So first step is did your organization know what they 
want to achieve and then you can measure whether it is sucrp<^ful or not so
The 3rd one we were involved in my current organization was about really driving
the numbers much faster removing manual work really enhanting the quality of 
data that was coming out of financials, again it would all different objective
Yeah. I mean the first thing you look at, what are we trying to achieve? What is
the objective of the organization? It is very important Otherwise you just rush 
into a big investment and then we are scratching our heads in the middle of 
when things go bad and why are we doing this in the first place. So getting the 
objectives very clear upfront and analysing to see whether the best solution meet 
that objective is crucial. Otherwise we don’t know where your goal post and you 
don’t know where to hit the goal. _
We say for example you need half an hour. After implementing this system you
need 45 minutes. Probably then the user satisfaction level might be affected 
adversely. It is not necessarily the case. But what I say is in case if the straight 
forward case, earlier it use to take half an hour to issue a policy but now you can 
issue in 10 minutes. This is a dear cut advantage you get
Sometimes when you put a system together you don’t think sometimes you might
overlook some of the requirements. I mean you might forget or you might 
oversight you just think about only main things. But subsequently you realize that 
there are things you may have forgotten or by oversight you have just ignored 
certain things. I had experience those become like issues later on------------------
It is like this Srimantha. If you take an ERP application first and foremost we have
to understand what actually our need -------------------------------- .
But still the requirement gathering, ensuring the requirements are dearly stated

go is the biggest challenge because users cannot specify what all their 
needs instantly. That’s the human psychology----------------------------------------

INTW23 Precise Requirement

INTW23 Precise Requirement

INTW23 Precise Requirement

Precise RequirementINTW24

Precise RequirementINTW16

Precise RequirementINTW1

at onePrecise RequirementINTW17
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Persuasive Requirements 
SegmentCase Text

ThislTthHSliPplIP3
insurance from SAP Zen 10 96t accountin9 from ISF

£S£5E £ H r*™“
expectations of actuanes future business development and features etc., and 
current requirements
From the operational angle you always look at what you input into the system.
But from our angle what we always look is what you can take out from the 
system. For example in actuarial you have to deal with lot of actuarial systems. 
These systems too take part of ERP and they are worldwide used and 
renowned and standard systems. So there are standards data format 
requirements exist in these systems. So it is a key requirement to see when you 
choose insurance system to look at how to meet actuarial needs because the 
insurance companies have to purchase these actuarial systems as well
he second part is the requirements are fairly documented by the team that's 
another plus point. So during documentation and acceptance key user 
managers involved which actually helps get requirements completed on time 
and as well as to the quality _
Actually the progress they have made is in line with our requirements
From the users point of view what they want is a way to process their
requirements in a short period of time and it has to be efficient Spend little 
time and get a better output
The unsuccessful 20% balance could be due to inability to capture the
requirements 100%. It is basically not visualizing them at that point. Sometimes 
those things are beyond their control because they cannot anticipate some of 
the nested impacts due to some wrong setup or wrong param^ete. Sothat 
20% will fill with what we missed out at the requirement and testing stagg—
Critical business requirements to be met with changes to the current systemsSigiissssr
sDecifications______ ________ -———-
A detail Gap analysis on the ureAbiAsystemp

«s?-Essaassss*i
scenarios--------- --------------------------------- ~~~

Precise RequirementINTW17

INTW2 Precise Requirement

INTW15 Precise Requirement

INTW15 Precise Requirement

INTW21 Precise Requirement

Precise RequirementINTW4

Precise RequirementINTW4

Precise RequirementINTW14

Precise RequirementISF

Precise RequirementISF documen
latform to be commenced

Precise Requirement
UFEAsia

User GuidanceINTW13
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Persuasive Requirements
Segment ~pTextCase

^esSsH*”'
^fssgsssxsiss*

Ms. GMs, senior underwnters like senior level people must be told very dearly if you 
rodud:™076 V6rY 6arly th6n Y0U 3re n0t 90'n910 9et 3 900d finishe<1

INTW13 User Guidance

INTW13 User Guidance

You must have a guided process to capture, which also I find sometimes it is not
there. For example you can show some kind of prototype to people and ask does this 
meet your requirements and what are the possible scenarios.
It is not only the users or IT. I think IT has to do a lot more to guide and other
people do not understand the situations of this process.

INTW13 User Guidance

INTW13 User Guidance
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Appendix 5.6 - Responses for Deliv
cry ConsideratiODS

User Friendliness
CategoryCase Interviewee Respond------------ ------------------------ ------------------

your business, it

format. For example in insurance a TroDosa'l'reen.sh°uld be Slmi|ar to the data capturing 
screen. In any case if it is not user friendly the^swh^ f- be mapped to ^ sIstem 
screen users are not ooinn tn w Z user has ^ UP «■ down the pager for one

INTW8 Usability

UsabilityINTW1

UsabilityINTW1 a

NavigationINTW1

dedicated data entry operators may just keep on entering data whereas they are very familiar 
with screens and what to input. But whereas in our organization in our nature is end user who 
are not typical data entry operators. They are the staff members or the counter staff who 
enter. So they may need to go back up and down that's one thing
User always see the user interface. They do not understand the behind stories of these
systems. How much ever we give them the other factors, if user interfaces are not aligned with 
their needs that would be a problem. Users like to see a dear screen when they log in. They 
are always looking at easy and simple methods. Also they expect to have all the validations 
inbuilt. From user point of view the interface screens are number one for me. Users also always 
look at short cuts and quick access and by that to make their life easy
From BI server you can analyse information as you like using graphs such as line, bar, pie
charts etc. It also has various colours and fonts where you can design your final presentation

may

UsabilityINTW1

may

INTW6 Usability

UsabilityINTW2
reports as like _—------------------------------
Using BO you can do analytical reports with what if scenarios and even dash boards can be
created. For example analysis such as what if I changed my sales what will happen to my 
bottom line etc . BO is a very rich and it's very nice tool. In BI you cannot get data directly from 
feeder systems. You need to move data into SAP and then move into BI, whereas in BO you 
can dS import data from many feeder systems. For example in BO pu 
reports with financial data from SAP as well as non-financial data from other feeder qggw

etc._______ ____
The user should be a 
look at ——

UsabilityINTW2

UsabilityINTW18

yelo^erfomThis / her specified job smoollily. IhaU the first thing to

Usability

Usability

Usability

Usability

Usability

INTW18

INTW21

INTW19

INTW3

INTW3
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Speedy In :ormation
SegmentCase Text

you can't use that data for decision making?'fr? ^ m the meantime- But if

couple of years. So you n«d next “uple of months OT ™*is common in ail ^™jnd.°f ““ very fast But I think actually it

and the central bank then other filing of lot of information. Then when they need
mSn ? ne^lt tekes'ot of.time-5019uess finance people if you ask the same 
question from finance they will be not so happy
We are going to achieve some information in a quicker and accurate manner. So the
requirement specification and its layout is a prime important of any system success
The business users are at operation end. There is another set using the same at a
different level for decision making and those who make strategies. All these 3 areas 
have to be aligned. If not align to strategies then no use of it
Accuracy of information is the most important aspect. Then getting required MI easy
without bothering IT team or JJ specialists. There should be easy method of 
generating these MI and to have it in finger tips. The accessibility of information at 
different levels should be well thought and prepared. And it should be without any 
intermediaries. It should be given in an easy to understand method, probably using 
graphs, bar charts, pie charts etc., by parameters of required business categories 
such as Line of Business etc. And these summaries should be able to drill down to 
details at a press of a button. It should be online real time too. That should be the 
expectation _ _ _ _
From BI server you can analyse information as you like using graphs such as line,
bar, pie charts etc. It also has various colours and fonts where you can design your 
final presentation reports as like __________ S SHE , I-----

BO vou^nTedly import data from many feeder systems. For example jn BO you 
generate SK financial data from SAP as well as non-finanoal data from

INTW8 Accessibility

INTW16 Accessibility

INTW16 Accessibility

INTW1 Accessibility

INTW12 Accessibility

AccessibilityINTW6

AccessibilityINTW2

AccessibilityINTW2
can

processes, its efficiency and the b ^ ERP has to be an extremely

SS££SE?S£~*«.« «i <« i.—»1

SsaCSKKS—
for researchand_develogmente----------- -----------------------------

Actua

AccessibilityINTW9

AccessibilityISF
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Interoperability
SegmentCase Text

—

EKi^*»^*S£:sSi

capabilihr 1 ^ SamG appllcat,on-50 there '5 inte9rity within the application and plug-in

INTW20 Technology

INTW16 Interoperability

INTW1 Interoperability

Good example is like ok you may have agency commission. You may have two systems.
So what you should do is just pay into one system and interface data into other system? 
Otherwise what happens is if you try to replicate into two system it might have 
consistency problems and difficult to recover. If you try to change systems its a big mess. 
So then business has to take a call say you have conventional system and unit link system 
both places so major. So you should have an interface to take control

INTW10 Interoperability

So in this process, people and technology should come together to deliver a service to the 
agent and customers____________________________________________
These days new technology appears very fast like proposal entry through mobile devices. 
We should look into that _ _
From SAP business data are fetched into BI server. From BI server you can analyze

information as you like using graphs such as line, bar, pie charts etc It also has various 
colors and fonts where you can design your final presentation reports as like. Unlike SAP 
direct reports if you use BI you can format reports and send. After BI the latest 
development in SAP is BO. Now everywhere in SAP BO is used. Even in " groupAM 
office they use BO for their consolidation, they get numbers from all BUs and consolidate 
usfrw BOs Using BO you can do analytical reports with what if scenarios and even d<sh

TechnologyINTW17

INTW6 Technology

TechnologyINTW2

ear

TechnologyINTW2
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Interoperability
SegmentCase Text

ISSiM!?
see when you dicose insurance * * ■81 >** »h*en»« o

^°3gnjst!2nj° the interoDerabilih/^™^S!!<i!K!j.-,1!!.a^^e?u^ ""

tee technote^S?^3 daVS'CUSt0mer « to * “netted to lot of
any other mobile device^ %£ ST* "

from homeSSo°aEni W3nt l° “Tt0 C°mpany and * ^ *** to do «■*
S * ? 96S 8re happenin9 and need t0 be incorporated to the

^"V, W® ar® also w0_^n9 on similar requests and in fact we have come out with new 
products which are satisfying user requirements
But rest of the activities like integrating to portal or integrating to financial institutions and
integrating to accounting software etc., are generally done using standard interfaces. 
There standard data interfaces such as SAP. If insurance ERP can provide these through 
XML or any other format available then any systems can be easily interfaced. So it is very 
important to have integrated interfaces within ERP, then it can interface easily with any 
third party software

.____

InteroperabilityINTW15

InteroperabilityINTW15

TechnologyINTW18 need

TechnologyINTW21

InteroperabilityINTW21

Actually our system is a policy administration system. So entire policy related information 
is there including a GL which ready to interface with any 3rd party ERP like SAP, Orade 
Finance or JD Edwards. We have experience in interfering many known software like that. 
We provide the feeder the way they want _
The next thing is interfaces. The peripheral systems outside which are resisting to
changes because users are comfortable. So they don't want to change. So giving interface 
to all these is a big challenge _
-mere has to be an extremely good tool inside because today MI required in numerous
ways for different angles. It’s good to be built in ERP rather than provingi in a5aP'"'*e 
tool because it then be another activity which waste lot of bme and effort in interfacing 
and so on. Even error could be more in that ■-------------------------- ----------------------

InteroperabilityINTW19

InteroperabilityINTW19

InteroperabilityINTW9
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Cost Efficiency 
Case Category Interviewee Respm^IT

Ifptsiip^
effective. I want a >«ppy end user and a cost

flexibility I want scalability and mhuj,^ haw 3 r°bUSt system'1 want «P*»Y1 «■*

large
the storage cost was too high
If you really look at the cost is not in servicing or underwriting part The biggest cost is in the
distribution. If you look at our cost structure where is the biggest cost?
we knew that possibly from efficiency perspective the investment couldn't really be justified
from the potential savings, productivity improvements, process efficiencies that we could get. 
But we were also looking at what could go wrong if we didn't have the system. And 
sometimes you can't really quantify that to that extent So if could save I mean if you dont 
have the system we are possibly running this level of risks and we can't really quantify that 
in terms of reputation so . Sometimes you cant put a number on it but at the same time 
you do have to put a financial discipline to say, what is your objective? what would 
happened if you dont do this? What’s your competitor doing? How sooner you're getting 
this information? May be sometimes a difference between a good decision and a bad decision 
all about timing so sooner you can get the information may be sooner you can decide what 
you want to do. You cant really quantify some of those things. But dearly I mean if there is 
an objective there should be some finanrial consideration around it,------ ---------------------

BottomINTW13 Line

BottomINTW22 Line

connect the end 
was needed

was an extra cost which we had to accommodate, and

BottomINTW20 Line

BottomINTW20 Line

BottomINTW23 Line

Bottom How to cut-off other costsINTW17 Line
Bottom cut-down costs followed by productivity improvements etcINTW17 Line S2S553sr-"S3ss3Bsajssrff

mu need to look up for more automation--------- -------- ----------------------

BottomINTW17 Line

BottomINTW17 natural!'

bottom line etc^------—- . ^cHn njctomization anyway. But if the customization cost is

irinr implementation

Line
BottomINTW6 Line

BottomINTW2 Line

BottomINTW15 Line
to think
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Cost Efficiency 

Case Category Interviewee Respond------ ------------------ -

sbS~2«ss?_.
increase

Unlike those days

^wass^-.ss:Sa““—»■

Bottom
INTW18 Line

Bottom
LineINTW21

Bottom
INTW19 Line

willBottom a long
INTW19 Line

BottomINTW3 Productivity is number one. Soon you improve the productivity level your cost is controlled.

through cost reductions brought about by reallocation of resources,
elimination of most paper works and outsourcing of non-value adding functions
High running cost - heavy dependency of the ISF system on expensive database and related
system infrastructure and recurring maintenance cost charged by Aet'ns
Urgent need of the technical upgrade on ISF system infrastructure at an approximate cost of
Rs.99.5m despite inadequate competency levels and experience by Aetins on similar tasks & 
with no guarantee that the upgrade can cater to the critical issues listed above

Line
BottomISF Line
Bottom

LIFEAsia Line

Bottom
LIFEAsia Line

Bottom Recurring Exp (Estimated annual for 5 years excluding depreciation) 50.8LineLIFEAsia
Such best estimated project cost to be then placed for Board approval for decision on system 
migration and implementation. 3. That an estimated cost of LXR 5 Million be utilized to 
complete the detail gap analysis process irrespective whether the company migrates to 
UfeASIA. ______________________ _______________________

Bottom
LIFEAsia Line
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Iterative Testing
CategoryCase

you can get a dear testing done, ^ nd most exPerjence People. Then onfy

checked and vSlktated Wmscrcwa7tKn9stauld t« cross

Proper
TestingINTW13

Proper
TestingINTW1

SSsSs^^ssssssbs
Yes. You have to run the system now. If you do a daily run without waiting to the day end
so each day run just taking the date forward within few minutes it would do. So basically if 
you run at least 10 years of data you can see the position of how surrenders work, 
maturities work etc. By the time maturities come in 10 years those people will not be there. 
People don't know who implemented it. In my experience it's nothing to do with the 
systems. It's something how you implement.
No. My experience is even you do proper testing still you will get problems. You can manage 
them. But if you don't do that now you will get unmanageable things that results those who 
cut short the quality checks at the implementation.
Though we identify requirements properly, though developers do their maximum, we have 
to test and see whether the delivered system is in order and does it cater to our 
requirements in practical _ _
We spent quite a lot of time to do the testing. So unless few areas most of the users were
able to test their requirements clearly and on the other hand we were able to link the 
business practice with the system functions _ _ _——----------------
Insurance business, mostly depend on the actuary. For actuarial calculations and
estimations mostly use these data coming out of these systems. So when a systemts 
develODed its key responsibility of an actuary to ensure that provides the required data or 
MI Fo? these purposes and also its actuary's responsibility to ensure that die* systems will 
rater to the com^ny's future needs that expectations of actuaries future business 
^..roiTm0nr nnri features etc., and current requirement------- ------------ ------------------

Proper
TestingINTW10

years

Proper
TestingINTW10

Proper
TestingINTW10

Proper
TestingINTW6

Proper
TestingINTW6

Proper
TestingINTW15

We take part in UAT and acceptance and then go-liveProper
Testing
Proper
Testing

INTW21
Project UAT team isolated from business decision.

ISF
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Managing Change
SegmentCase Text

^. ms; ass;?

take the project far beyond the implement f16 nght 156015,6 who are able t0 
the values Plementabon into actual usage and start deriving

IlfSpssss^
In the day one any system implemented no one will accept, because they are not
used or familiar. Ifs completely a new thing. Even for our personal life we don't 
grab strange things at once right? We think twice and we need some time. That’s a 
key factor_________________________
If the system functions are not aligned with the practical situation of the business
then I think we will not success
Even ISF we implemented successfully. But later on we got issues due to
performance and mismatches

INTW22 Adaptability

INTW23 Adaptability

AdaptabilityINTW1

INTW12 Adaptability

AdaptabilityINTW6

AdaptabilityINTW2

We are always trying to change the system to our practices. But very correctly you 
questioned these systems offer best practices in their core functions. With our 
experience why we could not get best out of ISF system was because our practices 
were not best practices and we had many exceptions in doing the business 
processes. Then we tried to make those exceptions system driven. Due to that the 
reliability of the system at a stake with so many fixes made

AdaptabilityINTW15

When they invest huge money they should adapt to the global standards. When its 
a total migration from old system to new system we dont have a choice we have

bustness and the feature rich flexibility

AdaptabilityINTW19

Change
ManagementINTW8

Change
ManagementINTW8

vm. nperi to strike a balance between roChange
ManagementINTW22
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Managing Change
SegmentCase Text

Nu°1 thin^wiii^veyoulie)(ihii:hJTr~~~~—-————MgiiiisiP?Change
ManagementINTW22

Change
Management

htwe to say ft°is suto^u] aratowSht^tod1^5^ to* ^ m« then you

*£“'z'agss

^P^SSSSiSSSSSSSSS.
no Ef ^ 190es 8,009 Wlth the S^tem C^ian9e- well you know there too many 
new things come into the seen. So that makes users uncomfortable and you know 
you have issues with the users. I have couple of people who are from Eagle 
insurance was working on the system there is nothing like you know nothing better 
than the 1/90 System. Thafs what they say you know. So it is people perception 
and how they manage change and how also the management manage change you 
know, the communication aspects all those things you know play a part in a system 
becoming successful

INTW22

Change
ManagementINTW24

Change
ManagementINTW24

Change
ManagementINTW16

But sometimes it's not wise to invest on those large systems which perform mass 
volumes in other countries if they do not fit into local requirements. So Sri Lanka a 
small country, a small system is good enough. We actually didn't do much 
customization. We actually kept the system as it is and tailored our products 
according to the system. In that way in implementations we face minimum 
problems. So wherever we add slight changes then of course things cant be 
difficult. Our experience is not to do much change when implementing ERP 
systems. The flexibility has to come out from the system. Of cause most of the 
system can say that flexible _

That means if you are changing the current practice then it could be managed 
properly. So somebody has to make that call and change it But if you insist that 
youdo change without much involvement thenyouare asking fix ^ubl^So you 
need to see the big picture if you are trying to do whatever would be doing

Change
ManagementINTW10

Change
ManagementINTW10

You know that my experience is core systems shouldn't be changed

TW what I'm saying:»y-ot-try
why you buy a system? You can deveiopasysten^

ignorant of system facilities M expectahons. And that
list. So we were not abte to managi ^ of ^e implementation and we

witedld^fidiiM^^
experienced^^------ ----------

Change
ManagementINTW10

Change
ManagementINTW10

Change
ManagementINTW5

idTirtreaiiyerwisaiemekind of problems

Change
ManagementINTW5
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Managing Change
SegmentCase Text

micLwillrer be have teen
!t 'sverylmportantbera
project

<^SSS^SSS3'ts!S!^SS!,,‘m"*

Change
Management

INTW5

Change
Management

Change
Management

use any enterprise^tem is a big changiINTW17
management

INTW17

Change
ManagementINTW17

ged in any project
Only change brings good. If you live in status quo nothing will happen. Take your

always bnng pain because it brings change. It brings something good actually. So 
irs a psychological aspect how many people are ready to embrace the change. So 
that's where the project success lies actually.
Yes because of changing business needs. But we always prepare business specs
and based on that we develop the blueprint and based on that only proceed 
changes. That's the reason for success of these implementations

Change
ManagementINTW17

Change
ManagementINTW2

Change
Management We are always trying to change the system to our practicesINTW15

Change
Management

It marked as a failure in post implementation audit I would say the main reason 
was users were not ready to accept the changes
Generally human tendency is resist for change. That's the nature. Even for me it
could happen , _ _

INTW9
Change

ManagementINTW14
Change

Management
Unscheduled changes to the projectISF

Scope management and no impact analysis. Testing should be planned and scoped 
and new cases discouraged. Interactions with sub-systems not defined dunng 
requirements gathering. Internal conflicts between users from same department.

The key to managing project scope is to include a formal change control
mechanism as noted in the Project Controls section  ------- - —--------

*» “ " “ ““ 

=5S==='““-“
Pipyihilitv should bethere--------- .

Change
ManagementISF

ChangeISF Management

FlexibilityINTW6

was

FlexibilityINTW6

FlexibilityINTW2
iet hami

FlexibilityINTW2
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Managing Adapting Noisp 
Case Segment Text

narrow tte gap aJS hT*™9 type of processes9°in9 on to
With that process finally you c^e to Sp^stata "* fct P'aCe'

ERP
INTW13 Improvements

ERP
INTW18 Improvements

fec&can wPe 1^7 '°ad ^
third thing we can rawest m f°r them t0 use me sVstem? And the
they think to rin in 22 ^ t0 Pupate in requesting certain small improvements as

other issue is which are specific to SL market in which we were not very familiar. So 
we were also learning along with them and we were able to provide some solutions now. 

nother thing is the language barrier. In SL most of the insurance companies use local 
language Sinhala. Initially we had some issues with that Then later on we came up with 

a solution 
another challenge is SL the way they do the business is unique and 20-30% of business is
not on the global standard. Since it is giving revenue they still practice. So we need to 
provide support
I think these ERP systems should cater to Business Intelligence (BI) information. Most of
them have not looked at those. It's the kind of MI may be after summarizing and 
analyzing heap of data but very mission critical information that need in structured 
manner. That is not available in most of these. Sometimes people try to get data out to 
another tool that specializes in producing such information. That you need to think 
through at the design level or planning level and this should cater to different level of 
users. As listed out critical MI, their accessibility and quality should be looked at In 
addition user acceptance and user involvement at the time of implementation is very 
important____________ __________________ ___

ERP
INTW18 Improvements

ERP
INTW19 Improvements

ERP
INTW19 Improvements

ERPINTW7 Improvements

ERP There were also some customizations done for the user perspective
ImprovementsINTW11

Mainly to achieve 100% customization from user perspective because it is not an easy
task. The other thing is response from vendor and even from IT was not up to the 
expectation. There was performance issue as well  _
But always there will be and there is a gap. I think it is the gap between what business
wants and what the systems can do--------------------------- -------------- -—-—
The other end there can be minor hick ups and in the middle some time you would get
what I would called across the easily related problems. 3 issues, they tend to be linked to 
one particular issue may be a particular module then have knock on effects some times 
its going to get with hardware but again it is manageable, and it might be complicated,

ThaUnea^s youhave^o deliver the service and small some user does something wrong

implementation actually_______________________________

ERP
ImprovementsINTW11

RectificationINTW8

Rectification
INTW22

Rectification
INTW17
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Managing Adapting Nni™
Case Segment Text

^ij££!a!!enge in ERP implement™ 50 th,S wi"run saoss-

««** ■"*■« to the---------

pE€£SS:S5~^s,
be servicing or claims
SrimanUia my experience has been, and I think this has been to my present---------

used to the system when there is cause to change.
You have fairly long sort of post implementation error fixing type of processes going
on to narrow the gap and bring the system closer to what the users wanted in the 
first place. With that process finally you come to an acceptable situation.
Across that there is a point somewhere along the way may be in 4-5 months after
finishing the project that noise should come down 
What I mean by that is again if I take 3 examples even when something is going
very well, you got adapt to them, there is a transition period. Say you have done 
fantastic system and migration is done very well. People will still complain. People 
will complain for 3,4 or 5 months this is not right, that is not right but it is usually 
superficial complain until they get use to the system. So you will have that level of 
adapting noise.

INTW17 Rectification

RectificationINTW21

INTW3 Rectification

RectificationINTW14
may be underwriting, may

INTW8 Stabilizing

StabilizingINTW13

StabilizingINTW22

StabilizingINTW22

What happens is that any project would take so many months sometimes couple of 
years over the years most of the business dynamics keep changes. As a result of 
these you know the business being evolving or changing to that extent. What 
happens is by the time you come to end of the project your original scope might be 
slightly changed _ _

StabilizingINTW24

Immediately after the implementation for about six months they were not happy 
It needs a couple of years. At least 2 years to settle down. For everybody to settle
down you know _____ _ _ _ —

StabilizingINTW16

StabilizingINTW16
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SegmentCase Text
At the implementation I would sayTis r~-----—------------------

those ^ m*Those are normal. We should not get panic for

StabilizingINTW12

differenthere and there! reclu'rements which created some hick ups

SKarsolT'"^'"51 Hme- lhat means you have to «w «he

£issr^srs=r:;r£,r,rwT
Stabilizing esandINTW17

StabilizingINTW17

Stabilizing Every user in the initial part will have some uneasiness. It’s the stabilization phaseINTW17
At the beginning as every system experience there were hiccups until user get used
to process changes. And also it's a human aspect where the moment got into a 
change, people reject it. But once they get used to it, then it got stabilized
Once the system implemented it needs a settle down period. If it is a big system it
will take at least 2 years to settle down. Post implementation first year is the 
transforming period

INTW9 Stabilizing

INTW9 Stabilizing

Once implemented when you get familiar with the system they will like it This is the 
psychologyStabilizingINTW14
So you cannot expect resistance to be 0 from day 1. It will be there for sometimes 
but as time goes on when they see their benefits I mean the resistance comes down 
or rather they start liking the system. So there has to be a time to settle any 
implementation  _

StabilizingINTW14
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Case

Expectations
Segment Text

_And that's mv experience her*______ er to expectations of the process of changing.

oMmK i"functiofnality or ^"9 promised hasn't done I mean those are
obvious things. But in terms of again if the noise rise-down to me it is the success.
So that kind of a thing is no brainer we always aware you know those things do happen.
But basically having understood those things could happen the possibilities but you have 
overlooked you know making special permissions of it. So that was one such case. Then 
again sometimes you know the scope creeping. Everybody is mindful of that. Not a single 
project has ended without changing of scope. But having said we were not made 
adequate provisioning. In terms of budget in terms of resources you know. May be they 
were practical. So this 10% I would say largely consist of that kind
The business users you know vital stakeholders of this project end of the day. So what
happens is before this project implementation where do they stand. What is their 
efficiency or the productivity level? If you take one such example how long does it take to 
issue an insurance policy from the time you accept documents in order. We say for 
example you need half an hour. After implementing this system you need 45 minutes. 
Probably then the user satisfaction level might be affected adversely. It is not necessarily 
the case. But what I say is incase if the straight forward case, earlier it use to take half 
an hour to issue a policy but now you can issue in 10 minutes. This is a dear cut 
advantage you get. Right but as I said even in the isolation issuance of the policy 
process some half an hour to 40 minutes it is a deterioration. But still user might not be 
very disappointed _ _ :-------
If you prove the user the end to end process. For ex. from the time that the quotations
are issued the policy documents are accepted then coming into underwriting and then 
policy issuance and then the policy is delivered. Then the agency commission computed 
and credited. That entire end to end process earlier took 2 days, whereas pokey issuance 
took only half day. Now policy issuance process along takes 45 minutes. Which is a

DissatisfactionINTW22

DissatisfactionINTW22

DissatisfactionINTW22

DissatisfactionINTW24

DissatisfactionINTW24

Dissatisfaction
INTW24

Dissatisfaction
INTW16

swssiiijisssiintakes "e°So I S' finance people if you ask the same question from financeDissatisfaction
INTW16

the aroa<: we reallv went ——
DissatisfactionINTW5
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SegmentCase Text

Then when we launch the 
Customer is

-L_'- •' ••■V-
expecting something Yoifare^hTrT there wil1 ** an interruPtion.

pas,ai,fagaasaa.t
on operational requirements rC6S* m0St °f the bme and mostly the focus »

systemlnput SageeV'eW °f "* ro'e 1 W°U'd 537 We h3Ve not got that * «*

DissatisfactionINTW17

INTW2 Dissatisfaction
ow how to use the system, then

DissatisfactionINTW15

DissatisfactionINTW15

mt f°r diss“on- initial stage all requirements may

point is quality testing ensuring the quality of the software. That means they have not 
adequately tested the application. Those are the major issues

INTW7 Dissatisfaction

ISF Dissatisfaction Lack of IT, financial and actuarial appreciation.
Unreliability experienced so far of vendor in terms of competency, dependency and
support.DissatisfactionLIFEAsia
I think Srimantha, now there are certain systems that you will increment the operational
efficiency, operational effectiveness and therefore yes it will translate into better 
customer service obviously. If I narrow it down to very simple thing I think it need to 
serve two purposes, one is it needs to end up providing superior customer service, and 
here when I say customers, I'm referring to organization external customers as well as 
organization's employees, whom I consider as part of the customers of the system. 
Because I think here it is not the end customer only. Most of the systems interaction 
remains with the employees of the company and users, who are customers of the 
system. So they I think satisfying them become a very key component, because they are 
the people who use 95% of the system and from that only they do customer service and 
external customers. _ __

INTW8 Expectation

Project cost over runs could be very much reduced.ExpectationINTW13
Number of things. One is operational efficiency and in turn delivering values to the
customer. At the end of the day, today let's say it takes 10 minutes to issue a policy. 
After implementing this expensive system one should be able to issue a policy in 5

“Seven the same document he used to get, then onehas to guesdon whetha-mmsmsm
SSaSSSSKSbmmkks?
a new system in system I love coming to wotk. though it is

Expectation
INTW13

Expectation
INTW13 less peop

Expectation
INTW13
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very well and increasingly Mav £ tw, S' Solld and does 816 “re job 

get it ^on^promis^rButyo^don't^^ h ^requirement but didn,t alw3vs

ExpectationINTW13

ExpectationINTW22

work

ExpectationINTW22

single indicator of success.________
For sri Lanka I can't say for sure right now, because we are in the middle of a process.
bo I will be able to judge in few months. My other experience is, I don't think it is 
d!fferent to Sri Lanka. I worked in five markets, and all similar. I don’t think Sri Lanka has 
a difference to the other markets. It will become very apparent very quickly. Usually 
within the first 6 months of the new system is been rolled out 
What I mean by that is I don't want real heavy IT systems and infrastructure that I saw
end up with from 200 down to 150 policy administrators and replace with 50 IT guys it 
would be more. There has to be overall cost savings or efficiency gain
Yeah as I said I mean it is about the objective and does that objective ultimately result in 
a tangible ROI

ExpectationINTW22
That's my

ExpectationINTW22

ExpectationINTW22

ExpectationINTW23
Sometimes you can't put a number on it but at the same time you do have to put a 
financial discipline to say, what is your objective? what would happened if you don't do 
this? What's your competitor doing? How sooner you're getting this information? May be 
sometimes a difference between a good decision and a bad decision all about timing so 
sooner you can get the information may be sooner you can decide what you want to do. 
You can't really quantify some of those things. But clearly I mean if there is an objective 
there should be some financial consideration around it. __________________
Because we were very mindful even at the start where we were heading and what is the
end could be. So we have set the expectation right. At the end of this project 
stakeholders have been very clearly explained and made them understand that ok this is 
what you are getting. Nothing more nothing less. Since expectation have been set I 
would say our success rate also fairly dear------------------------------------- ■-
I think that is not difficult. But at the same time it has to be carefully done with. It boils

I ^sslthe amort erf

the financial aspects of it. OnceY™^rn?t doesrft mean that overnight or next 
that. I mean if the vendor doesnts^y you, *ooes ^ ^ | jt ^ there is

ExpectationINTW23

Expectation
INTW24

Expectation
INTW24

Expectation
INTW16 wo

Expectation
INTW16

Expectation
INTW16
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caar-Jaasaaaaaa...^
»«,»,■. Bto rrsaa -
As a PM my intention was to somehow the implementation success -------------

j£«»^
“ 1 -,9,1 are fram day one’So 1 didrVt have an expectation of 100%. In that 

respect I think I was quite happy of what I finally achieved. Despite that, subsequent 
problems we faced. Implementation per say I was expecting around 80% success and we 
were able to achieve

ExpectationINTW12

ExpectationINTW12

INTW5 Expectation

INTW5 Expectation

But because of the investments we make we had to have more than the basics. So we
thought of acquiring a system a user friendly, and also changing current operating mode! 
to reduce the IT dependency. Also claims servicing etc., were operating with very minimal 
automated functions at that time. So we wanted to automate claims functions as much as 
possible. In that respect we got what we really wanted
At the end of the day user should be happy with that system. But it’s very difficult to 
make them happy 100%. They think the systems can do everything. There again the 
managing expectation was a key
But some users expected superior efficiency which was not practical with massive 
volumes of data and many automated processes which take time
I think more than technical people. Technical people's expectation can be managed. But
it’s not easy to manage sales people's expectation. That is why we very dearly identified 
an activity called ORE _ _
Once again going back to managing expectation, it needs to be done throughout the
project. As I pointed out earlier user cannot be 100% satisfied unless their expectations 
were managed systematically. _
Mi jS a need. But then again it is managing expectation of them _
So in this process, people and technology should come together to deliver a service to
Thefocus of topmanag^ment is to see that. Whole organization can give immaculate

service to the customer and agent. .

SsSSSsrHSssff—-

INTW5 Expectation

INTW5 Expectation

INTW5 Expectation

ExpectationINTW5

ExpectationINTW5

ExpectationINTW5
ExpectationINTW17
ExpectationINTW17 . Then user friendliness should be there,

. Then accuracy is an
ExpectationINTW6

Expectation

Expectation
INTW2

INTW18
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Being a ver/ prominent perLn i °Sri Unka ^“ject success
will not repeat the old process in ,»«■ h stated'we should make sure that it 
organization. Value in terms of two as^s bri"9 value t0 “*
revenue. And this ERP implementatio^p i m k ■ m'n'm'Ze cost and increase »*

“stssis r,r„“ ■-asrand not just automating some processes S °Uid bnng 79,0610 me organization

SsCeetimparZuatl0nS t01)6 r6ady t0 9010 *e mafto a"d 9* Business - the
InfaS^^ ^t0 ^ deP3rtment ~fte COnSiStenCy' ™rd * «*
One thing is in SL the toughest thing is user. Their expectation is quite high. Since they
are purchasmg a new system they expect everything to be automated, whatever the 
jacility that they enjoy now, has to be met. So that's a big challenge
Operational efficiency and productivity. Management of human resources is expected as a
specific task minimizing human intervention is process by process automations
I will look at the robustness of the system. Then I will look at operational efficiency then
productivity. User friendliness is also a very important factor. See lot of people scold for 
green screen. But I still think the green screen is quite all right It's just a mindset of 
people have and has no big deal.
If you take 1/90 it is still not supporting us in GI issuing quotations. So what we expect 
from 1/90 is to convert the quotation into a policy on confirmation. Then it will improve 
productivity. Where you can link finance, risk, underwriting, claims all that. So the 
moment you do a new business then there is a refenal from risk say that, a pop-up 
message should come that we have inspected the risk this is the risk available and the 
weightage. So accordingly we can issue the policy. And if you are doing a renewal daims 
should pop-up and say there is a claim. The finance should say this premium is 
outstanding recover that before renewing. These tasks in the flow are manual at the
moment ____ _
Well as humans we always expect something more. I expect it would have been more
user friendly and time efficient as well as easy access to MI. _
One area would be the flexibility. I am aware that you cannot have tro much of flexibility
also because then you lose the control within the system but certejnlevel o’ flexibly is 
need to do new requirements from business. So the system should be capable of that. I

ssSSSssr
SSSi SX3SS •—<* -
Sftss=5« K'KSSS I'iSSSaSSi'S!
get the return on investment dunng t pen ^ years it should facilitate the

1 - 1““
Thnt mQanc simplicity at my level-------------- - ” ’

ExpectationINTW21

ExpectationINTW19

ExpectationINTW19

ExpectationINTW19

ExpectationINTW19

INTW9 Expectation

INTW9 Expectation

ExpectationINTW3

ExpectationINTW4

ExpectationINTW4

ExpectationINTW7

Expectation
INTW14
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through best prance transfer Redu^ SSSInf0rmati0n (MI) and value addWon

ssssasss:
^aasKasmaggasr"

P“Tr and StaMe 11 SYStem platf0™ to facilitate superior,
business ' * Y d ^ * buSmeSS and service deliverYin ^e life insurance

Documents relating to project evaluation, approvals, products and functional processes,
assumptions and decisions taken and legal agreements 2. Gap Analysis Report with 
User Sign-off 3. Signing of the CSC Customer Agreement 23-Feb-12 4. Kick-off 
procurement process 5. Technical knowledge transfer by CSC to IT staff, System 
technical documentation, Functional procedures and User Manuals 6 Application system 
implementation on CSC se
But there is another 20 - 25% which they cannot And that cannot happen because of the
dynamics of the business, because always you come up with some change, some new 
thing.

___

ISF Expectation

ISF Expectation

ExpectationUFEAsia

ExpectationUFEAsia

Impact of 
FailuresINTW8

Impact of 
FailuresINTW8 But having said that, 30% or 25% may be a discrepancy.

Impact of 
Failures

But always there will be and there is a gap. I think it is the gap between what business 
wants and what the systems can do.  ___INTW8

Impact of 
Failures The balance is where you want often not there.INTW8

Impact of 
Failures

Also I have noticed it is very difficult to deliver on particular time line.

So I don't think there is a very methodical approach to capturing the user requirement
So there is some failure I see in the process of guiding the users to spell out what they 
really need as users don't know how to articulate all the possible scenarios what they 
may actually face, right? They might give you some requirements based on some 
common situations. But when you actually start using the system there arelotof. 
uncommon situations and issues come up and often you find in spelling out the system 
specs you had not thought of all those scenarios. This is a one failure I see.------__

Siffi"o"he customer or even user because we have this new system ,t • 

iutunSateri 'don't think that big bearing on

STn time Issues that comeupjresYStemr^---------------- ----------------

INTW13

Impact of 
FailuresINTW13

Impact of 
FailuresINTW13

stage. I doubt in

Impact of 
FailuresINTW13
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easily related problems 3 issues thpv tpwfvJ?V,d get what 1 wou,d called across the

S^S^sss
^^apa=tt/issaKs,£
Pdm?dly th0S! are also when you prospectively looking at it’s no brainer inevitable we
should have thought of that kind of a period. But as human bang you know you tend to 
overlook certain things or you tend to you know estimate differently. Now one such 
example is I would say that the Sri Lanka rupee depredation against US$
There has AIG one that is 3i system. It is just a good system but I guess they had very
many issues with the vendor ___________ ____________________
The 3i is the vendor and 'PREMIA1 is the system. It is known. But it is not the system that
Orient is using. It is a more outdated version. It has issues and of course I am not sure 
they sorted those or not. They are just quite small here. Allianz that is a Lebanese based 
system. Company is Data Quest. That is on the Life side. There were like number of 
issues involved. What I hear the system is quite good but I think the vendor was an issue

_____

Impact of 
FailuresINTW22

Impact of
FailuresINTW22

Impact of 
FailuresINTW20

Impact of 
FailuresINTW24

Impact of
FailuresINTW16

Impact of 
FailuresINTW16

A valuable time goes to fire fighting and sorting out system issues vendor issues. You are 
not making proper use of time. Sometimes you cant actually do that because it becomes 
a hindrance
It can be a failure if users do not know what their requirement and after implementation
they may say no this is not what I wanted then it's going to be a failure
If the user nor the company doesn't know the requirement, this is the report I am going
to take to analyse the growth of this product or the failure of this product
In any case if it is not user friendly the user has turn up and down the pager for one
screen users are not going to like the system. So then it will be a failure------------------
Some of the implementations didn't give what we expected. I have some examples. We
introduced a policy issuance system for GI. We thought that product going to be a

anTthat was the f^ocperience sales people got from the new system and that vrasa
very had experience. So their perception from that point onwards actual|y not rea>tY 9—

■SSSlsltSSt
nather them properly is the most important thing ^ M ilnn|iratinn- ^

issues 01056 are mainlY due to lack of proper

Impact of 
FailuresINTW16

Impact of 
FailuresINTW1

Impact of 
FailuresINTW1

Impact of 
FailuresINTW1

Impact of 
FailuresINTW12

Impact of
FailuresINTW5

Impact of 
FailuresINTW17

Impact of 
FailuresINTW6

the changes______

Impact of 
FailuresINTW9
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all I meanTtto ^ «

H~S*sS55sSF
Ino/a«H F fT* thinkuanVbodV has r“l*ed a 100% satisfaction. 3'jt if
ou /o satisfaction you have got somewhere.

se®+because of the new system1 am able do my job better. That his7“
motivational impact on user and that has an impact on customer too. The user must be 
proud of the system, right?. He will tell his friends or parents that we have implement 
a new system in our company and that makes my life easier and I am able to serve our 
customer so much better and because of the system I Jove coming to work. Tnough it is 
a difficult stage to reach, but should be the ultimate expectation. If you can give users 
that point then you can be sure the customer also gets lot of value because user is very 
happy about the system he is having and motivated to give best possible service to 
customer.

INTW8 Satisfaction

INTW8 Satisfaction

SatisfactionINTW13

Satisfaction you reach 70 -INTW13

SatisfactionINTW13

I take what I hear of satisfaction because I am not a primary user. I get the feedback
from my team and from my team's direct reports and usually the level of noise. If 
something is working very well there is no noise. Unfortunately if there is praising thing, 
user want say wonderful praising things. The user is just quite. Because it works, it works

SatisfactionINTW22

I mentioned already I need to have a happy, happy end user and a cost effective. I want 
a system that does the job efficiently but I don't wait to transfer the cost from mv 
administration to my IT department __
So ability to integrate with mobile technology will give greater consumer sasfacbor. and
things like that but it is not going to make a significant difference. j
From my perspective I think basically everything we were involved in rcGed out well in j
time, rolled out well in budget, may be there were ultimate issues, users were accepting 
it but I think in that sense to me the basic criteria and from our psrspswobjectives 
were definitely achieved _ .— -------------- ----- --------
And third is I think most important it will leave lot of satisfaction to end userepj csf ti>e

Sn be because its structured. So that kind of elements defirJtefy wsJa end or the day j

leave huge level of satisfaction.__________

That’s all you need right to the business as yet_________ ___
Tprobabiywouidsiy Insure/90 was 5

aggSassasasg^
user friendly the Insure/90 one

SatisfactionINTW22

SatisfactionINTW20

SatisfactionINTW23

Satisfaction
.INTW24

1
Satisfaction

INTW24
■

Satisfaction
INTW16

Satisfaction
INTW16

Satisfaction
INTW16

Now
easiSatisfaction them prelINTW16
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m^^space for the apfetJto jg£tt£. ** *"* l° ensu,e ** me
User satisfaction "--------------------- usmere

Yes. Yes. I would

INTW1 Satisfaction

INTW1 Satisfaction

Satisfaction
i2!j!^iYg!Lhaveto see the capability of amlir.Hnn

INTW12 __________ saymostof the things satisfied

ssar-
SgJSX'SS SfS -
because of the investments we make we had to have more than the basics. So we
hought of acquiring a system a user friendly, and also changing current operating model 

to reduce the IT dependency. Also claims servicing etc., were operating with very minimal 
automated functions at that time. So we wanted to automate claims functions as much as 
possible. In that respect we got what we really wanted
Some users understood these limitations and they were happy what they got
Since we have done good job at that point we got the expected results. That is the
success

SatisfactionINTW12

INTW5 Satisfaction

INTW5 Satisfaction

INTW5 Satisfaction

INTW5 Satisfaction

INTW6 Satisfaction

INTW6 Satisfaction So for insurance ERP the customer satisfaction is the key
That was a great achievement for them as well as for us. As I know Sathyam was
published this story in one of the popular Indian newspaper at that time
When take SAP into account clearly there is a big change. When I join here they were 
using manual journal books. Then we had a system from CTC. It was a PC based system. 
Then after a while we moved into FAMAS AS/400 system. So we had lot of features. We 
were happy at that time. Then we upgraded FAMAS into System/21. It was same as 
FAMAS but had advance features. From there to SAP it was a complete big change and 
for us it was a fantastic move. There are lot more features in SAP where I couldn't see 
them still in any of the other systems. In another words we are at finance really satisfied 
to have such a system _ _ _ _
When you compare two core insurance systems used in General insurance (1/90) and Life
insurance (ISF), ISF is far better than 1/90. Even when you compare the previous life 
system which is an in house built AS400 base system, ISF is far better. For insurance for 
users ISF was an amazing thing. But for me it was not so because I had' 
so I compare always with that. As I told earlier you cannot compare SAP with anything __
User satisfaction depends person to person. If my basic requirements are met then I am

INTW2 Satisfaction

SatisfactionINTW2

SatisfactionINTW2

SatisfactionINTW2

jSSESSSi-"*"—'

areat wav actually----------- ---------------------------------------

it's cSatisfaction
INTW15

Satisfaction
INTW18
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